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ABSTRACT

,

Scaling concepts and approaches used in designing the Semiscale
.

M00-3 system to provide scaled simulation of the thermal and hydraulic

performance of a pressurized water reactor (PWR) equipped with upper

head injection (bHI) are discussed. Calculations and ( 'perimental

data were used to identify the potential influence of scaling

compromises on Semiscale MOD-3 system behavior for each system

component. The overall capability of the Semiscale MOD-3 system for

use in assessing the UHI process is not expected to be altered by

these compromises; thus providing a data base for the development of

codes that can be used to calculate UHI behavior. The results

obtained indicate that, while Semiscale MOD-3 will not entirely

duplicate the thermal hydraulic behavior of a PWR with UHI, the

results should be sufficiently representative to provide informat on

on important phenomena expecte +o occur in a PWR.

493 215
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SUMMARY

The Semiscale Mod-3 Experimental Program is part of the overall -

Semiscale Blowdown and Emergency Core Cooling (ECC) Project conducted
.

by EG&G Idaho, Inc., to investigate the thermal and hydraulic

phenomena accompanying an hypothesized loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA)

in a pressurized-water reactor (PWR) system. The Semiscale Mod-3

Program provides data for developing and verifying analytical models

used to predict the performance of PWR systems during a LOCA. An

additional objective is to provide data for the assessment of the

upper head injection (VHI) concept.

Many scaling philosophies were considered in designing Semiscale

Mod-3. In order to maintain the ratio of energy input to the total

system volume the same in Semiscale Mod-3 as in a PWR, the volume

scaling approach was selected. The system characteristics that

resulted from this scaling approach are discussed and then related to

each specific component in the Semiscale Mod-3 system. Specific areas

where scaling was not achieved or where compromises in expected PWR

behavior were necessary are also identified.

Some cf the major design features of Semiscale Mod-3 include the
.

capability for upper head injection (UHI), an external downcomer

design which allows increased measurement capability in the core, and *

active pumps and steam generators in the broken and intact loops.

These active loop components establish initial conditions in Mod-3

0
@)3
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which are typical of PWR initial conditions. Also included in the

Semiscale Mod-3 design are a variety of support systems, including ECC

subsystems, that provide conditions in Semiscale similar to those,

expected in a PWR during a hypothesized LOCA.
.

The intent in the Semiscale Mod-3 Program has been to design a

high level of flexibility into the ECC subsystems such that injection

locations, configurations, flow rates, subcooling, and pressures can

be varied to experimentally investigate important parameters related

to ECC performance. This added flexibility in the Semiscale Mod-3 ECC

systems will expand the understanding of ECC performance

characteristics, which can influence important system phenomena in a

PWR. Although the Semiscale Mod-3 ECC systems cannot provide the

simulation ef every complex phenomena that occurs in a PWR, the ECC

systems are expected to simulate overall behavior typical of a PWR.

Specific conclusions relative to system capability and

limitations can be summarized as follows:

(1) Previous experience with integral-type loss-of-coolant

experiments (LOCE) tcnd to confirm that the Semiscale system

will preserve all major LOCE thermal-hydraulic behavior
*

expected to occur in the PWR system in an appropriate time

frame. The Semiscale Mod-3 system is expected to reproduce,

the magnitude of phenomena occurring in the PWR such as

saturated blowdown decompression rates, fluid density, flow

rates, and pressure drops in the operating and blowdown

493 2J7
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lo irovided the PWR pump head degradation with void

fraction is similar to that measured for the Semiscale Mod-3

intact loop pump. .

.

(2) Differences in performance between a PWR and Semiscale Mod-3

are expected where two- and three-dimensional system effects

influence controlling phenomena. Two particularly important

phenomena influenced by two- and three-dimensional effects

are core thermal performance and vessel lower plenum liquid

level. The Semiscale Mod-3 system can not simulate the two-

and three-dimensional temperature and flow distributions of

the PWR core or the two and three-dimensional velocity

distributions of the PWR vessel downcomer and plenum regions.

O
(3) The stored energy in the metal structures of Semiscale Mod-3

system is greater per unit volume of system fluid than that

in a PWR, and as a result the released energy may cause

adverse effects in system response. Various forms of

insulation and materials with low thermal capaci+ance and

low thermal conductivity have been ircorporated en Semiscale

Mod-3 system to reduce these effects.

.

The material presented in this document indicates t..at, although

Somiscale Mod-3 will not entirely duplicate the thermal-hydraulic *

behavior of a PWR with UHI, the results should be sufficiently

representative to provide information about operational parameters and

O
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., .

,

system interaction characteiistics that may be important in a PWR.

Therefore, despite some scaling compromises, inherent in any small

scale system, it is expected that the Mod-3 will provide basic insfght,

into the UHI concept In addition, the data obtained from the
*

Semiscale Mod-3 will be of significant importance in the development

and assessment of codes used to predict UHI behavior.

.

6
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SCALING ANALYSIS BETWEEN THE SEMISCALE MOD-3 SYSTEM

AND A PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR

,

I. INTRODUCTION
,

This document examines the application of the thermal-hydraulic

scaling concepts used in designing the Semiscale Mod-3 test
I

facility . It also attempts to identify compromises that occur as a

result of applyirig these scaling concepts and to assess the influence

of these compromises on overall system behavior. Since the emphasis

of the Mod-3 scaling approach has been te obtain results

representative of those expected in a hypothesized, large cold leg

break, loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) in a large Pressurized Water

Reactor (PWR), the analysis presented herein is limited to phenomena

associated with this type of accident simulation. The objective of

this report is to place the Semi < 'le Mod-3 system capabilities and

limitations in perspective for tho. ..ill ultimately use the,

experimntal data for light-water reactor safety evaluations.

From the inception of the Semiscale Program , it was recognized

that traditional or c.!assical thermal-hydraulic scaling laws could not
'

be utilized successfully to design a small experimental moael that

would Se capability to reproduce the complex thermal-bydraulic,

two-phast response of a PWR during a LOCA. The impracticality of

building full-scale experiments for reactor safety studies and the

difficulty of designing reduced scale experiments to provide

493 224
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demonstration type data have beer, key considerations in the

development of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission's water reactor

safety program. Therefore, from the beginning, the basic approach has -

been to utilize data from experimental programs which incorporate both
9

separate and coupled (or scaled integral) effects experiments to

develop and assess analytical models that can be used to calculate the

behavior of full-scale reactor systems. The Semiscale Mod-3 system

has been designed as a scaled integral experiment system.

The Semiscale Mod-3 system wcs designed to simulate the primary

features of a PWR. As a result, the Mod-3 system features a simulated

f ull length PWR core with an active steam generator and pump in both

the intact and broken loops, which is in contrast to earlier Semiscale
2systems which had a shorter core and included a simulated steam

generator and pump in the broken loop. Scaling emphasis in the

Semiscale Mod-3 system has been concentrated in the upper head, since

appropriate simulation of upper head injection (UHI) behavior is a

majnr objective of the Semiscale Mod-3 Experimental Program. Proper

scaling of the distribution of internals and their elevations in the

upper head, upper plenum, and vessel was strictly adhered to, to

insure tnat the thermal-hydraulic behavior would be similar to that

expected in a PWR.
.

The concept of UHI involves injecting ambient temperature '

emergency core coolant (ECC) water into the upper head of the vessel

very early in the blowdown sequence. As the system depressurizes,

this fluid is expected to be drawn down through the heated core and

ws 225
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provide early core cooling. The UHI process has introduced new

modeling requirements to be incorporated into existing computer codes

to calculate the thermal-hydraulic behavior of a PWR with UHI
.

capabilities. The objective of the Semiscale Mod-3 testing program is
'

to provide data to develop and assess computer codes designed to

calculate tb :rmal-hydrau'ic behavior for postulated LOCAs involving a

PWR with UHI anc to provide a basic experimental understanding of the

UHI procer' ani r '.0CA conditiens.

The sc. 'ag 'oncepts and philosphies applied to the Semiscale

Moo-3 s,,.c1 are cresented in Section II. Section III is a discussion

of the system components, including their design, and compromises that

may have resulted from conflicting scaling requirements. Where

possible, analytical calculations are presented in Section III to

identify specific characteristics which could influence the overall

behavior of the Semiscale Mod-3 system. However, a detailed analysis

of integral system effects has been limited because no computer codes

are currently available that adequately calculate UHI behavior in an

integral system. Therefore, final assessment of many expected or

calculated integral effects can only be achieved through future tests

to be conducted in the Semiscale Mod-3 system. The data obtained from

these tests will then contribute to the experimental data base used in

the development and assessment of current and future analytical
-

codes.
.
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II. SCALING CONCEPTS

Over the past decade, much experimental effort has been devoted -

to developing scaling approaches used in designing small scale LOCA
.

experiments. This task has been comolicated by the transient nature

of the LOCA phenomena, especially when comparing complex and sometimes

poorly understood two-phase flow characteristics from separate effects

test results to the much more complex system behavior of an integral

experiment. Although it is believed that the integral system is

capable of modeling the expected PWR system behavior, the complex

interactions between the t .ay components that make up an integral

system increase the difficulty in selecting the most appropriate

scaling approach.

O
An indication of the complexity of the scaling task and the

difficulties in applying strict scaling princi-les to an integral test

facility is provided oy Dr. L. J. Ybarrondo in the introduction to a

paper examining scaling effects in the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT)

experimental facility which states:

"It is generally recognized that for steady state, single-phase,

thermal-hydraulic systems the application of traditional or classical
.

thermal-hydraulic scaling laws, although valuable, are very limited

when applied to complex thermal-hydraulic systems involving multiple *

flow paths of different sizes and energy transfer in pumps and heat

exchangers. When the system being scaled is not only complex, but

1
-
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proceeds from a steady to transient state while incorporating

interrelated single- and two-phase thermal-hydraulic, nuclear, and

mechanical phenomera, the scaling task must of necessity involve,

selected compromises."
.

The basic conclusions reached by Ybarrondo were also found to be

applicable to the design of the Semiscale Mod-3 system. Specifically,

no single scaling approach was found to be entirely acceptable, in

that, scaling approaches which adequately modeled important phenomena

during one phase of a LOCA transient were inadequate for modeling

important phenomena during other phases of the transient. For

example, linear scaling, which is the maintenance of

length-to-diameter ratios, would assure the correct timing and

magnitude of pressure changes throughout the Mod-3 system during the

very short subcooled blowdown period. However, application of this

same scaling approach to the much longer saturated blowdown period

would result in a large reduction in the time scale and a substantial

distortion of the energy redistribution process.

The basic scaling approach for the Mod-3 system was developed

after evaluating each phase of the LOCA (subcooled blowdown, saturated

blowdown, lower plenum refill, and core reflood) to determine which
'

thermal-hydraulic phenomena are most important to the overall LOCA

simulation. The selected design approach utilized volumetric scaling,

principles in the sizing of individual components, while, in most

cases, preserving full-scale elevation effects. The most significant

advantage of using volumetric scaling principles was that by

5
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maintaining the same ratio of core power to system volume the relative

amount of fluid energy exchange would be the same in the experimental

system as in the full-scale system. This approach also allowed the -

preservation of time scale in the model by scaling of the break area.
.

The decision to preserve full-scale elevation effects in the

volume-scaled Mod-3 system was made because hydrostatic and dynamic

fluid heaa characteristics have a strong influence on the upper head

drain characteristics and the subsequent core thermal response durirg

the simulation of a LOCA transient with UHI.

The overall Semiscale Mod-3 system scaling approach, which

emphasized the preservation of relative fluid-energy exchange, time

scale, and fluid elevation effects, was based on the recognition that

a mismatch of these parameters between Semiscale and a full sized PWR

could result in significant distortions in important hydraulic effects

such as break flow, two-phase pressure drops, and pump performance.

These ef fects are all influenced by steam generation. and fluid

quality. However, steam generation and fluid quality are dependent on

rate-controlled phenomena such as erergy transfer from the core heater

rods tn the fluid in the core and between the steam generator

secondary side and primary side fluids. Therefore, the requirement

for time-scaled energy transfer processes also identifies the need for
.

geometric and dynamic similarity (application of classical scaling

laws) in components such as the core and steam generator to insure '

that the heat transfer surf ace areas are scaled :.0 a typical four-loop

PWR.

999r
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The application of volumetric scaling principles, the

preservation of full-scale elevation effects, and the requirement to

maintain geometric and dynamic similarity in the core and in the steam
,

generators provide the following specific criteria, or characteristics
,

that should be similar to a PWR. In the Semiscale Mod-3 system

design (a) the ratio of core power to system volumt, (b) the volume

distribution for various regions of the system and (c) the relative

hydraulic resistance distribution throughout the system, are all

similar to a PWR.

The above meni.ioned scaling approaches also require some

characteristics of small scale systems to be the same as those of the

larger model. Therefore, the following characteristics should be

maintained the same in Semiscale Mod-3 as in a PWR:

(1) The relative elevations between major volumes in the system

(2) The heat transfer surfaces in the core and steam generator

(that is, full-length rods, typical rod pitch, and typical

rod / tube diameter)

(3) The core length and axial power distribution
.

(4) The ratio of core flow area to system volume.,

7 493 230



The abcle characteristics are designed into the Mod-3 system to

give the best representation of overall LOCA behavior in a small

system. Ho,vever, compromises in the design of individual components -

were necessary since the overall scaling concenta could not assure the
,

experimental system response would be similar to full-scale system
.

response where two- and three-dimensional effects were significant.

Specific areas where two- and three-dimensional effects in a PWR are

expected to contribute to differences between Semiscale Mod-3 system

and PWR hydraulic phenomena are:

(1) Subcooled decompression stress loads

(2) Two-phase flow regimes and pressure drops when other than a

homogeneous regime exists in either system

(3) Liquid entrainment, phase separation, and mixing in piping

and plenums

(4) Radial flow in the core, vessel upper and lower plenums, and

downcomer

(S) Countercurrent flow in the downcomer.
.

With the exception of subcooled decompression loads, which are of *

concern primarily because of their importance to the structural design

of the Mod-3 system, the capability of the Mod-3 system to duplicate

the PWR hydraulic phenomena is limited. Consequently, the Mod-3

t 2M
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system has been designed to include flexibility in various systems to

bound important phenomena as well as a vast amount of instrumentation

to determine the magnitude of the phena .ia. The effects from,

differences in hydraulic phenomena, however, are expected to be
i

localized and should not alter the capability of the Mod-3 system to

simulate overall PWR system response.

The following section discusses the scaling of individual

components in terms of their ability to meet specified design

objectives, compares key features of the Mod-3 system with those in a

PWR, and describes the expected effect of component scaling

compromises on overall system behavior.

.

4
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III. SCALING CHARACTERISTICS AND COMPROMISES OF DESIGN

FEATURE 3 IN THE SEMISCALE MOD-3 SYSTEM

.

The Semiscale Mod-3 system, which is shown ,a Figure 1, has been
o

designed to simulate the major features of a full-scale PWR but is

much smaller in volume. A typical four-loop PWR was used for the

scaling of the intact and broken loops, and the simulated reactor

pressure vessel design includes features representative of a

Westinghouse plant with UHI. Because each of the loops in a four-loop

PWR are identical, the Semiscale Mod-3 system represents the three

unbroken loops in a PWR by a single intact loop and the one ruptured

PWR loop by a broken loop fitted with a break apparatus which will

allov changes in break size, configuration (communicat#ve or

noncommunicative), and location, as shown in Fia;re 2.

The Semiscale Mod-3 system design utilized the scaling conce'ats

discussed previously; however, in many cases scaling in one speci'ic

area created compromises in another area. Areas of primary importance

w re selected to be scaled while secondary areas were necessarily

compromised. The major differences or design compromises between the

Semiscale Mod-3 and PWR systems are:

'

(1) The use of electrical heater rods in the Semiscale Mod-3

sy '.em to simulate the nuc. ear fuel rods in the PWR
.

'9 The axial length of the Semir le Mod-3 inuct loop steacn

generator 9}}4g3 t-

10
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(3) The one-dimensional characteristic of the pressure vessel in

the Semiscale Mod-3 system

.

(4) The upper head structure with simulated core support columns
'

(two) and a control rod guide tube

(5) The extarnal single pipe downcomer design

(6) The lower plenum design with heater rods penetrating through

the bottom of the pressure vessel.

Each of these areas of differences or design compormises are

addressed in the following sections, which also include discussions of

the function and operation of the various components in the Semiscale

Mod-3 system. Section 1 discusses the simulated reactor pressure

vessel; Section 2, the intact and broken loop; and Section 3, the ECC

injection systems. In addition to volumetric scaling considerations,

these sections deal with the effects of component elevation, surface

area, flow area, and component pressure losses on overall system

behavior. Therefore, for convenience, Tables I and II, which compare

corresponding values of these parameters in the Semiscale Mod-3 system

with desired values scaled from a typical PWR, have been included and
'

are referenced in subsequent discussions of individual components.

.
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TABLE I

@COMPARISON OF PWR AND SEMISCALE M00-3 COMPONENT ELEVATIONa

.

Semiscale PWR
Location (cm) (cm)

.

Cold leg nozzle spillover level -2.41 -34.93

Top of heated core -127.00 -158.75

Bottom of heated core -496.00 -520.00

Pump inlet (casing interface) -260.77 -177.14

Pump discharge pipe centerline 0 0

Pump suction leg low point centerline -272.77 -314.30

Steam generator bottom of tube sheet:

Type I (intact loop) +97.54 +207.26

Type II (broken loop) +346.71

Steam generator low tube spill-over:

Type I (intact loop) +346.71 +1114.04

Type II (broken loop) +1109.78

Top of core to top of pipe inside diameter
in pump suction leg trap: +139.196 +144.78b

_ _ _

a. Elevations are elative to cold leg nozzle centerline, which is the zero
reference elevation poi t; + indicates above nozzle centerline,a

b. Top of core is above pump trap.

,

e

^
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TABLE II
*

VOLUME AND VOLUME DISTRIBUTION FOR PWR VERSUS SEMISCALE M00-3 (COLD LEG BREAK)

Desired Volume Calculated 1
Scaled from M00-3 Volume Diff

3 f1) ,3pgp g

.

1.0 Vessel

1.1 Cowncome- Region,

D i st r ibu tion annulus 0.00709 0.00767 8.2
Oce comer pipe 0.00740 0.01447 95.4
Core bypass 0.00339 . (2) .

TCTAL 00NOMER YOLit'E 0.1933 0.02214 20.5

1.2 Upper ha ad re gi on

Above top of guide tube 0.00445 0.00464 4.4
Below tcp or guide tube 0.00375 0.00937 7..

TOTAL UPDER MEA 010Lt*! 0.01320 0.01401 6.'

1.3 Uxe- plenc 0.01024 0.01119 9.2

1.4 Cc-e -eg 'or0.01073 0.01056 -1.5

1.5 L >er p i en e 0. 015 !'' O.0:566 -2.9

.6 C ar t-o 1 rod gu ide ute 0.00495 0.00153 -69.

1.7 Co e suoport tutes 0.00070 0.00040 43.

TOTAL VE SSE L kOLUME 0.07432 0.075av '.6

2.0 intact Lero

21 Hc leg 0.00393 0.01025 16:
qv

22 Press urizer (licuid valuee) 0.0;793 0.C1370 '' -23.6

2.3 %rga line 0.0007C. 0.01037 -K'-

2.c Sta n gere ator 0.0L65 0.04205 -21.6

2' Pro s uc t i on leg 0.0062S 0.02430 23'

'.6 rer 0.00399 C.0C40s 7.1
' N1d leg 0. 0N 23 0.00S*3 104

__

TOTAL Y A2' LN)0 VnL LPE 0.09077 0.10359 14.1

3.0 P rk er ror

3.1 Fe' lea 0.00:3: 0.0''255 94

1.2 Steam geaa ator 0.017S8 0.01755 -1.9

r mp suc t i on leg 0.0C209 0.00558 16'3.3 u

3.4 Pui 0.00133 0.00133 0.

3. 5 Cc!d !eg 0.00141 0.00164 15.

TOT AL MC' EN LOOF' VOLU"E 0.02402 0.02?65 19.3
,

t SYSTEM LIOUID VOLU"E 0.18911 0.20773 0.?TOTA

(1) The ref e eace plant f or the operatin; and crokea 1000 15 Iroja" The vessel reic-ence plan'. is a Nestieghouse D# wita upper

head tajec tion system.

(2) The scalad ref erence system core bypass volume has been included in the Mod-3 downcomer voluee.

(3) The total p-essurizer and surge line volume is 0.034 .3, total licaid volume is 0.014 m3
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1. PRESSURE VESSEL

The Semiscale Mod-3 pressure vessel is comprised of various .

components. To allow a basic understanding of the general
,

configuration of the pressure vessel, a brief de.cription is first

given, followed by a detailed discussion of each component.

The Semiscale Mod-3 vessel is a multisection pressure vessel,

which consists of an upper head, upper plenum, heated core region, and

lower plenum with an external inlet annulus and downcomer pipe

attached. The general arrangement of the pressure vessel, together

with the external downcomer, is shown in Figure 3. The upper head

region is contained within approximately the top 25% of the pressure

vessel. Internal to the upper head region are ports for upper head

ECC injection, a filler piece to provide the proper upper head

internal vo'ume, an insulator designed to provide a 0.127-cm steam gap

between the filler inside diameter and the insulator outside diameter,

and a simulated control rod guide tube. An upper core support plate

simulator forms the boundary between the upper head and upper plenum

regions. This upper core support plate provides support for the

simulated guide tube and for the upper ends of the two simulated core

support columns, which extend down through the upper plenum region.

The upper plenum region extends from the upper core support plate a

to the top of the heated core region and is approximately 2.5 m long.

Two hot leg nozzles extend from the vessel upper plenum to provide

connections for the intact and broken loop hot leg piping. The volume

k / ,J m'
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wit''in the upper plenum is divided into upper and lower sections by a

core flow measurement station located at approximately the cold leg
ainlet elevation . The upper and lower sections of the upper plenum .

contain fillers and insulators similar to those in the upper head. A
B

flow restrictor assembly is located between the two hot leg nozzles

which simulates the flow restriction in a PWR caused by control rod

guide tubes and core support columns. The simulated control rod guide

tube and core support columns extend from the entrance in the upper

head through the upper plenum and terminate (open-ended) in the upper

core plate located in the heater ground hub which forms the boundary

between the upper plenum ano the top of the electrically heated core

region.

The electrically heated core consists of 23 powered heater rods,

one unpowered rod, and one rod location reserved for a liquid level

probe. The heater rods, 1.07 cm in diameter, are positioned and held

in the core with 10 grid spacers, which maintain the heater rods on a

f yp i c a l PWR p i t ch ( 1. 43 cm) . The nine center rods can be powered

n '"pondent!y of the remaining peripheral rods to simulate radial

powr peaking of rods within a PWR. The liquid level probe and

unpowered rod are lccated at corner locations in the core bundle. The

1.7-m heated length of the heater rods extends from the heater rod
,

yound hub, which provides support for the rods, to the top of the

flow mixer box, which separates the core and lower plenum regions and

is located approximateiy 496 cm below the cold leg centerline.

_.

a. The centerline of the cold leg inlet nozzle is the zero reference
elevation point (refer to Table I).

k[t . T.
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The lower plenum consists of an annular region between the flow

mixer box and the pressure vessel, which serves to distribute flow

from the downcomer pipe around the vessel periphery, and a chamber,

region below the mixer box which approximates the scaled volume of a
I

PWR lower plenum. An insulator is provided inside the lower plenum

chamber section to maintain a steam gap between the outer vessel wall

and the fluid in the lower plenum. The bottom head serves as the

lower section of the lower plenum chamber and provides penetration for

the 24 heater rods and the core liquid level probe.

The external downcomer consists of an inlet annulus assembly, a

downcomer pipe, and instrumented spool piece. The three sections are

joined together and connected to the downcomer nozzle, extending from

the lower plenum region at the lower end of the pressure vessel, by
@ Grayloc seal rings and clamps. The total length of the downcomer

assembly is approximately 5.5 m.

The inlet annulus assembly contains the cold leg nozzles and is

designed to provide an annular inlet geometry similar to that of a

PWR. Both surfaces of the inlet annulus are provided with insulators

that maintain a steam gap to isolate the fluid from the hot walls of

the assembly. The lower end of the inlet annulus contains a
'

transition section that funnels the flow into the downcomer pipe.

.

The downcomer pipe is fabricated from 3-in. Schedule 160 pipe,

and thermal insulation is provided on the inner surface to isolate the

fluid from the hot walls. The instrumented spool piece provides the

493 242i,



connection between the lower end of the downcomer pipe and the

9downcomer nozzle. The downcomer assembly is secured to the pressure

vessel at approximately the hot leg elevation by a connection
.

arrangement which allows differential thermal expansion between the
,

downcomer and the .sel.

The overall design of the pressure vessel was based on applying

scaling principles described earlier and on practical limitations

relating to hardware and structural requirements and constraints.

Individual regions of the vessel also conform to the scaling

principles established for the Semiscale Mod-3 system design, however,

in some instances scaling compromises were necessary. The following

sections discuss scaling influences on the expected thermal-hydraulic

behavir,r of individual regions in the pressure vessel, beginning with

the upper head region.

.

8
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1.1 Upper head

The Semiscale Mod-3 upper head, shown in Figure 4, is scaled from.

a typical PWR with UHI. During a LOCA, the upper head receives
.

injected ECC, which is then delivered to the upper plenum and the top

of the heated core through the simulated control rod guide tube and

core support columns. For a UHI plant, the volume of the upper head

is increased by lowering the core support plate and consequently

decreasing the volume of the upper plenum. However, the combined

total volume of both upper head and upper plenum have remained almost

unchanged from that of a non-UHI PWR. The enlarged volume of the

upper head is maintained at the cold leg temperature by allowing about

4% of the total primary fluid flow to be bypassed from the upper

annulus into the upper head by way of a series of spray nozzles.

In considering the UHI concept, three distinct periods of fluid

delivery to the heated core can be identified. These three periods

are the injection period, the reheat period, and the drain period.

During the injection period, accumulator water is injected into the

upper head starting at a relatively high system pressure (about 8.27

to 9.64 MPa) and continues until a specified volume of water has been

injected. Following the injection period, the subcooled upper head
'

fluid approaches saturation through a combination of wall heat

transfer, condensation of steam flowing up the guide tube, and system,

depressurization. This period is termed the reheat period. The

condensed steam coupled ,;ith the system depressurization requires the

displacement of a small amount of fluid from the upper head which
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flows through the support columns and into the region directly above

the heated core. Once the upper head fluid reaches saturation,

, flashing occurs and rapid draining of the fluid out of the upper head

begins. At first there is a large amount of fluid flowing through the
.

guide tube and support columns due to flashing; however, as the guide

tube uncovers and vents the steam to the break, the drain rate reduces

to a gravity flow through the support columns. This draining

concition continues until the tops of the supcort columns, located

near the bottom of the upper head, hva uncovered.

To insure proper simulation of the upper head thermal-hydraulic

behavior, primary considerations of volume, elevation, and pressure

loss across the component were scaled from PWR values. The volume of

the Semiscale Mod-3 upper head is 7% higher than that in a PWR, with

the elevations of the u per head internals at full scale and pressure

loss across the upper head of Semiscale Mod-3 being scaled directly

from PWR information. However, scaling of these considerations have

resulted in compromises which include structural energy transfer,

relative component elevations, flow resistance distribution, flow

areas, and fluid conditions. Each of these compromises, which could

cause distortion in the Semiscale Mod-3 upper head behavior, is

discussed in the following paragraphs.

In subscaled systems where maintaining full-scale elevations is.

impcrtant, the surface area-to-volume ratio is always larger than the

reference system, since this ratio varies as the inverse of the

diamaters. In the case of the Semiscale Mod-3 upper head, the surface
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area-to-volume ratio (without internals) is approximately 25 times

@greater than that in a Westinghouse plant with UHI capability. This

larger surface area results in more energy per unit volume being .

transferred frt,m the upper head structures to the upper head fluid and
,

can cause increased fluid temperatures and early flashing of the fluid

in the upper head. To reduce the effects of metal heat transfer in

the Semiscale Mod-3 upper head, an insulator and an insulating steam

gap separate the fluid from the pressure vessel walls of the upper

head.

To assess the effectiveness of the Semiscale Mod-3 insulator in

reducing structural heat transfer to the fluid in the upper head, an

dnalysis of the structural heating in the upper head of a PWR was

performed and compared with similar calculations for the Semiscale

Mod-3 system witn and without the upper head insulator. The

calculations were performed using a one-dimensional transient

conduction code and the upper head fluid temperature response from
4Semiscale Mod-3 baseline Test S-07-1 as a boundary condition.

Since the same fluid temperature boundary conditions were used in each

Calculation, comparison of the results provided a direct indication of

the relative effectiveness of the Semiscale Mod-3 system insulation,

although Test S-07-1 did not include UHI. To isolate the effects of

the pressure vessel wall, no internal structures (guide t Oe and

support columns) were included in any of the calculations. A very .

high heat transfer coefficient was placed on the fluid side of the

upper head to simulate a cunduction limited environment, which was

O
m2t;9 ;
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determined to be a worst case situtation, and a very low heat transfer

coefficient was placed on the outside of the upper head to represent

the outside insulation.,

.

The results of the upper head structural heating analysis are

presented in Figure 5, which compares the predicted structural heat

transfer rate per unit volume in the upper head of a PWR with that for

the Semiscale Mod-3 system with and without upper head insulation.

The comparion of Semiscale Mod-3 results shows that from 8 to 26 s

after rupture, when flashing and fluid draining in the upper head

occurred, the insulation in the upper head reduced tha heat transfer

rate to the upper head fluid by a factor of two or three below that

without insulation. However, even with the insulator, Figere 5 shows

structural heat transfer in the Semiscale Mod-3 upper head was still

dpproximately five times higher than that calculated for a PWR.

While the calculations presented herein were for a non-UHI test

and therefore not directly acplicable to the evaluation of upper head

behavior with UHI, the results do indicate the potential for graater

upper head structural heat transfer in the Semiscale Mod-3 system than

would be expected to occur in a PWR. The effect of structural heat

transfer on upper head fluid conditions is addressed later in '.his

section when the overall upper head fluid injection and drain

characteristics are evaluated.,
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In addition to structural heating in the Seniscale Mod-3 upper

head, elevation effects are also considered important, particularly

with respect to the location of the guide tube and support column,

inlets. The Semiscale Mod-3 upper head was volume scaled with tFe
,

height of the upper head being the average height of the hemicpherical

portior of a PWR upper head. This results in the Semiscale Mod-3

upper head height being 36.7 cm shorter than the maximum height of the

PWR upper head. However, the distances from the top of the heated

core to the top of the guide tube and support columns have been

maintained identical to the UHI PWR. Thus, the elevation between

guide tube, support columns, and heated core should provide -imilar

conditions for static hydraulic behavior in the Semiscale Mod-3 and

PWR upper heads.

9
The desire to volume scale the Semiscale Mod-3 upper head region

while maintaining full-length elevation effects has resulted in a tall

slender uoper head design with a distorted length-to-diameter (L/0)

ratio relative to that in a PWR. The L/D ratio in the Semiscale Mod-3

upper head is approximately 31, which is 44 times greater than the L/D

ratio in a PWR. Because of this distortion in the L/D ratio, there

exists the potential for different mixing characteristics and

significant temperature stratification in the Semiscale Mod-3 upper

head region, particularly during the ECC injection period. Since

thermal stratification in the Semiscale Mod-3 upper head was,

recognized as a potential problem during the Mod-3 design phase,

provisions have teen included to allow ECC injection at different

elevations in the upper head so that the influence of fluid mixing and

495 E0
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temperature stratification on the upper head behavior can be

evaluated. In addition, a perforated injection tube for in'ecting

fluid uniformly over the full length of the upper head can be .

installed in the Semiscale Mod-3 system, permiting the evaluation of
.

an injection condition approaching that of perfect mixing. Varying

the injection location and configuration to evaluate the effects of

thermal stratification of the fluid in the upper head is one of the

objectives of the Upper Head Injection Test Series (Test Series 8),

which should provide useful information relating to the potential

effects of thermal stratification in a full-sized PWR as well as in

the Semiscale Mod-3 system.

To evaluate the combined influence of upper head structural

heating, volume scaling, and full-length elevation modeling, a study

utilizing the RELAP4 computer code to investigate upper head drain

characteristics was perform (d. A RELAP4/M006a model of the computer

code was used in this study which included a three volume upper head

model with equal ECC injectic into eact af the volumes (simulating

complete mixing with the perforated UHI tube). Tc bound the potential

effects of upper head structural heating, two limiting structural heat

transfer conditions were examined: one with water filling the gap

between the insulator and the pressJre vessel wall which represents
,

the maximum potential for heat addition to the fluid in the upper

head, and the second with all heat slabs removed from the upper head ,

which would represent a parfect insulator. The calculations, which

e.0
a. RELAP4/ MOD 6, Update 4, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory p

,

Configuration ControT Number C0010006. 3
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extended through the injection and reheat periods, defined the

W potent i a '. 4:r tcE ..yoraulic beha,sior and provided an indication of

the effect of structural heating on upper head drain characteristics.,

Figures 6 and 7 show the calculated mass flows through the support
.

columns and guide tube respectively. Also indicated on each plot are

the duration of the injection, reheat, and drain periods, which

indicate structural heating in the Seniscale Mod-3 upper head does not

have a significant effect on the upper head fluid behavior for the two

1imiting cases investigated.

To provide an indication of the validity of the RELAP4/M006

calculated upper head drain cha.acteristics, the PELAP4/M006

calculations for Seraiscale Mod-3 were compared with a Westinghouse

prediction of the upper head drain characteristics for a full sized
O

PWR . Figure 8 shows a comparison of the calculated flow in the PWR

support column with that calculated for the Semisca'e Mod-3 support

column with and without structural heating. So that a direct

comparison of the results could be made, the Westinghouse flow values

were first multiplied by the ratio of the core powers (1/1705) wh.ch

is equivalent to volume scaling the results. The comparisons in

Figure 8 show very good agreement in both the duration of the reheat

period and the magnitude of the flows. In general, the RELAP4/M006

calculations for Semiscale Mod-3 indicated shorter reheat periods and

slightly larger flows than those predicted by Westinghouse for a PWR.,

However, even with the maximum structural heating assumed, the reheat

period in Semiscale Mod-3 was only about 3 s shorter than that

ca' ulated for a PWR.
4 C)3 ?L9-
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.

Although the RELAP4/ MOD 6 calculations were not carried out beyond

the start of upper head draining, an estimate of the upper head drain

time in Semiscale Mod-3 was made by utilizing results from the,

Westinghouse calculations. This was accomplished by dividing the

scaled value of the average support column flow rate predicted by

Westinghouse into the calculated volume of liquid remaining in the

Semiscale Mod-3 upper head at the end of the reheat period. The

results of this calculation :icate that the total upper head drain

period in Semiscale Mod-3 is approximately 32 s, compared with the

predicted PWR value of 35 s.

A final area of concern in the upper head design was the

potential effects of two-phase flow en the hydraulic resistance of the

Semiscale Mod-3 guide tube. Since scaled flow areas were not

maintained for the full length of the Semiscale Mod-3 guide tube and

support columns, the tube sizes and orificing were specified so that

the total single-phase frictional and local losses would equal those

in a PWR. However, this resulted in larger friction losses in the

Semiscale Mod-3 guide tube and support columns than would occur in a

PWR. Since frictional losses are more sensitive to two-phase flow

effects than are local or form losses, there was a concern that

two-phase ficw up the guide tube during the reheat period would
'

produce upper head hydraulic behavior different than that expected in

a PWR.
,
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To assess hydraulic behavior in the upper head, the effects of

9two-phase flow on the hydraulic resistance of the guide tubes fcr both

Semiscale Mod-3 and a PWR were calculated using fluid conditions from ,

the RELAP4/ MOD 6 calculations discussed earlier. The calculations were
7made using the Baroc7y correlations for friction losses and the

8Chisholm correlation for orifice losses . The results indicated

that because of the higher guide tube frictional losses in Semiscale

Mod-3 the total guide tube resistance could be as much as 40% higher

than that calculated for a PWR over a short portion of the reheat

period when a low quality fluid was present in the guide tube.

However, this period o' low quality flow only occurred during the last

6 to 7 s of the reheat period and therefore is expected to have little

ef fect on the overall fluid behavior during the reheat or subsequent

drain perinds.

In summary, major concerns ir the design of the upper head such

as structural heating effects, fluid temperature stratification and

tluid mixing, as well as the adequacy of the sctling approaches used

have been addresseo. The conclusion reached is that the design of the

Semiscale Mod-3 upper head is acceptable in terms of meeting overall

test onjectives. While the Semiscale Mod-3 uppt.r head

thermal-hydraulic behavior may not entirely dupl kate that expected in
,

a PWR, RELAP4/M036 comparisons indicate that important upper head

drain characteristics agree reasonably well in both timing and .

magnitude with those predicted fcr a PWR.

0]n:
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1.2 Upper Plemum

. The Semiscale Mod-3 upper plenum connects the upper head region

to the heated core. It houses the aimulated control rod guide tube

and core support columns, through which upper head fluid flows into

the heated core as well as into the upper plenum. The internal design

of the Semiscale Mod-3 upper plenum was limited both by conflicting

scaling requirements and the necessity to obtain an accurate

measurement of the flow exiting the core. However, despite these

derign limitations, major design features such as the desired scaled

volume, elevation effects, and hydraulic resistance characteristics

have been preserved. The following paragraphs present a description

of the important Semiscale Mod-3 upper alenum design features and

discuss the important design characteristics in terms of their effects

on overall system behavior.

The Semiscale Mod-3 upper plenum, shown in Figure 9, was volume

and elevation scaled from a full-sized PWR. The elevation scaling was

important to model full-length flow paths, hydrostatic effects, an1

internals which represent as closely as possible those in a PWR.

However , because of design cetstraints and the need for flow

measurements, a turbine meter and drag screen were installed in the

middle of the upper plenum. The guide tube and support columns

leaving the upper head pass through the upper plenum, terminating at,

the top of the heated core in the end box. Slots in the guide tJbe

have beel provided to al'.ow uppe' head fluid as well as core fluid to

enter the upper plenum. To simulate the guide tube and support column
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resistance to cross-flow between the two hot ley in a PWR, a cross

flow restrictor has been installed between the hot leg nozzles

directly above the instrument station. A grounding hub located at the,

bottom of the upper plenum serves a twofold purpose in the Semiscale

Mod-3 system by grounding the electrical heater rods to the vessel

pressure boundary and by simulating the hydraulic resistance

characteristics of the upper core support plate in a PWR. It is

important that the upper plenum flow resistance be similar to that of

a PWR during blowdown in order to provide adequate simulation of the

UHI drain process; also, during reflood, the upper plenum ficw

resistance can influence deentrainment behavior.

The upper plenum wcs designed to precer"e the desired volume

scaling and full-length elevation effects. The volume is 7% larger

than the scaled PWR value while its length is identical to that of a

PWR. With this scaling, the average flow area of the upper plenum is

very close to that of a PWR in most cases. Hcwever, as a result of

selecting these primary factors for scaling, some secondary factors

were compromised. The secondary factors include two- and

three-dimensional flow effects and ventrainment characteristics. The

ef fect of these compromises on the u?! phase of the blowdown is

undetermined at the present time and will be further evaluated af ter

Test Series 8 has been completed. Therefnre, compromises in the upper

plenum design are discussed primari?y as they relate to the reflood,

portion of the blowdown.

@
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One of the scaling compromises was the sacrificing of the two and

three-dimensional flow effects which are expected in a PWR. The

one-dimensional nature of the slender Semiscale Mod-3 upper plenum -

design does not lend itself to an evaluation of the complex radial

flow patterns expected in the upper plenum of a full sized PWR. The

PWR flow patterns, as discussed in Reference 9, and depicted in

Figure 10, are extremely complex and indicate that radial

trajectories are not easily calculated or analyzed, even in relatively

simple models which do not include internal structures. The degree of

difficulty increases when the internal struct ires are added, thus

modifying uniform flow paths into irregular geometric paths. The

ability for the Semiscale Mod-3 system upper alenum to simulate this

type of phenomen? is extremely limited; however, it was determined

during the design phase that axial flow length was the primary

characteristic to be scaled and the radial flow behavior, therefore,

had to be compromised.

Another result of the one-dimensional nature of the Semiscale

'4od-3 upper plenum will be difference in the deentrainment

characteristics. Deentrainment in the upper plenum is caused by

gravity effects (fallback) and by impingement on internal structures.

Since flow areas in the upper plenum have a great deal of influence on

deentrainment and impingement characteristics, these flow areas have

been calculated and are plotted as a function of elevation in *

Figure 11, which compares flow areas in the Semiscale Mod-3 upper

plenum with the ideally scaled flow areas in a PWR. The complex flow

@
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geometry in the upper plenum makes evaluation of the deentrainment

mechanisms of f allback and impingement difficult; however, a few

experimental reports have been published on upper plenum behavior, one.

of which used a srpall scale plexiglas model with air and water as the
system fluids In this report the gravity mechanism was analyzed.

with the following observations. Irregularly shaped globules of water

were propelled upwards in the upper plenum and generally fell back

into an air-water froth above the heated core. This type behavior in

the experiment was present above the upper core plate region where the

flow area was larger. As shown in Figure 11, with the exception of

the regior, immediately below the ground hub and the regions around the

flow measurement station, the Semiscale Mod-3 upper plenum flow areas

closely match the desired values scaled from the PWR. Therefore, it

is expected that the potential for fallback in the Semiscale Mod-3

upper plenum will be similar to that expected in a PWR.

Impingement, on the other hand, occurs when water droplets strike

a surf ace and either adhere to it or splatter into smaller droplets.

These smaller droplets are then reentrained and become more subject to

the existing flow velocities. Reference 9 indicates impingement is

high for water droplets that travel radially from the center of the

upper plenum to the hot leg nozzles. As mentioned previously, the

Semiscale Mod-3 upper plenum does not have the radial distance of the

PWR upper plenum and, therefore, deentrainment resulting from

impingement in the radial direction will be very low. However, the

regions of smaller flow area around the instrument station and hot leg

flow restrictor in Semiscale Mod-3 will produce
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high velocities and increase the possibility for carryover and greater

impingement in the regions of the upper plenum beyond the hot leg

nozzles above that expected in a PWR. The differences in radial +

impingement characteristics and carryover are difficult to analyze,
.

however, it is believed that radial impingement and carryover are of

secondary importance and the overal system response will not be

signif cantly influenced by these differences.

The effects on system response due to three-dimensional flow

behavior and deetrainment characteristics are an important

considoration during the reflood portion of the LOCA, and with the

introduction of UHI, become important because of their potential

influence on the blowdown response. However, the flow and

deentrainment characteristics in upper plenums of either the Semiscale

Mod-3 system or a PWR are extremely complex and very difficult to

an11yze or calculate, even with sophisticated computer models. Thus,

t he ability to accurately predict upper plenum flow and deentrainment

char acteristics for a PWR or Semiscale Mod-3 is seriously limited.

;iawc ver, an important aspect of the upper plenum design is that the

internals of the Semiscale Mod-3 upper plenum were designed to

simulate as closely as possi that of the reference PWR with only

necessary compromises to allow monitoring of system behavior,
d
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1.3 Core

The Semiscale Mod-3 core configurn+ ion, shown in Figure 12,,

includes 23 powered heater rods, one unpowered rod, and one location
.

containing a liquid level probe. To provide the best approximation of

the thermal response characteristics of a nucitar rod, and to insure

characteristic hydraulic behavior within the core representative of

that in a PWR core, the rods are geometric full scale replicas of

their PWR counterpart. Therefore, the resulting heated length

(365.75 cm), pitch (1.43 cm), and outside diameter (1.07 cm) are

identical to the nuclear fuel rods in a full-sized PWR core enploying

fuel bundles with a 15 x 15 fuel rod array. The core flow area and

volume are scaled to maintain geonetric, kinematic, and dynamic

simil arity with the PWR. As indicated in Table II, the total volume

of the Semiscale Mod-3 core is within 2% of the desired value scaled

from a PWR.

The scaling of the Semiscale Mcd-3 core has resulted in

compromises which affect the overall operation of the core. The use

of electrical heater rods in Semiscale Mod-3 has required that the

power to the electrical rods be controlled in such a manner that the

electric rod surface temperature response will approximate the
'

exoected response of a nuclear rod. The electrical rods also restrict

the axial power profile to one specific configuration, which,

approximates a middle of life chopped cosine profile in a PWR. Also

compromised in the core, although not related to the electrical rods,

is the potential of Semiscale Mod-3 to simulate the three-dimensional
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flow distribution expected in a PWR. A discussion of these specific

areas and the effect they have on the Semiscale Mod-3 system behavior

is given in greater detail in the following paragraphs.,

'

Despite the geometric similarity of the Semiscale Mod-3 electric

heater rods to a PWR nuclear fuel rod, the electric rod thermal

characteristics are not entirely representative of those of a nuclear

fuel rod. The Semiscale Mod-3 electric heater rod construction,

illustrated in Figure 13, uses boron nitride as an electrical

insula about a helically wound constantan heater wire. The boron

nitride, which represents about 2/3 of the total volume of the

electrical heater rods, was selected because its thermal capacitance

(cC ) closely approximates that of UO . However, because the
2

boron nitride has a thermal conductivity appromately five times

greate; than that of UO , the steady state radial temperature2

gradient (and thus the total stored energy in the electric rod prior

to the initiation of a LOCA experiment) is much less than that in a

nuclear rod under the same conditions.

To make up for the difference in the stored energy in an

electrical rod relative to that in a nuclear rod, the power input to

the Semiscale Mod-3 electrical rods during the first few seconds of a
-

bloadown experiment must, in general, be higher than the equivalent

power from stored energy and decay heat calculated for a nuclea rod..

The power input required to produce a surface temperature response for

the electric rod representative of that in a typical PWR fuel pin can
be obtained by one of two methods. In one case, a closed-loop control

"
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system can be used to calculate a real-time power decay based on

conditions measured in the core during the test, and in the other

case, a predetermined transient power input can be calculated based on,

calculated or experimental conditions believed to be representative of

the actual test conditions. Each of these methods has certain

advantages and disadvantages, which are described in the following

discussion.

Under appropriate conditions, the use of the on-line power

controller to calculate a real-time ele:trical rod power decay is

believed to provide a more accurate representation of a nuclear rod in

the actual test environment and will eliminate the uncertainty of

defining the expected thermal-hydraulic conditions in the core prior
to a given test. Closed-loop power control is advantageous because it

eliminates the need for predetermining the core hydraulic behavior and

then core electrical power prior to each Semiscale Mod-3 test. The

contre * used in Semiscale Mod-3, shown schematically in Figure 14

and discussed in detail in Appendix A, uses feedback control, which

can regulate power such that the local surface heat flux of the

electrical rod will match the surface heat flux of a hypothetical

nuclear rod operating in the fluid environment present during 6 given

Semiscale Mod-3 test. However, closed-loop power control is limited
'

to 1pplications where the thermal-hydraulic conditinns over the length

of the core remain relatively uniform. Since the on-line controlier,

is designed to monitor the thermal response at a single axial

location, large variations in the thermal-hydraulic conditions over
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the length of the core make it difficult to accurately represent a

nuclear fuel rod by monitoring the temperature response at a s.ngle

measurement location. For example, during the reflood period, the,

large variations in thermal-hydraulic conditions on either side of the
,

core quench front as it progresses up the core would not be conducive

to an accurate representation of the core power decay characteristics,

particularly when the quench front propagated past the core loca

being monitored by the controller. However, during reflood, the low

constant core power and relatively flat radial temperature

distribution in a nuclear fuel rod is similar to that in the

electrical heater rod. Therefore, the closed-loop power controller is

not adequate during reflood to calculate a real-time electrical rod

power decay, and a predetermined power decay curve becomes more

appropriate for the purpose.

The limitations on the use of the closed-loop power controller

necessitates use of a predetermined power decay profile in specific

instances. The criterion for selecting a predetermined electrical rod

power profile is to approach as closely as practicable the surface

temperature calculated for a nuclear rod. This criterion is met by

matching the transient surf ace heat flux calculated for an electrical

rod with the pretest transient surface heai. flux calculated for a

nuclear rod assuming that both rods were subjected to the same

transient boundary conditions. These calculations were performed,

using one-dimensional analytical heat conduction models of the

electrical and nuclear rods. The power decay curve applied to the

nuclear rod in all cases was the proposed standard power decay

discussed in Reference 11. Since the Semiscale Mod-3 electrical
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heater rods have a fixed axial power profile, use of the technique

described above to specify the predetermined core power control allows

the matching of electrical and nuclear rod surface heat fluxes at only

one axial acation. The rod axiai location of peak power generation
.

(the hot spot) is normally the poirt at which the nuclear and

electrical fluxes are matched because the cladding teiperature

response at this location is of prime concern in most tests.

The ability of the Semiscale Mod-3 heater rods to accurately

represont the temperature response of a nuclear rod by using either

closed-loop power control or a predetermined electrical rod power

decay curve was a major consideration in the evaluation of the

Semiscale Mod-3 simulat:on of a LOCA. To calculate the nuclear rod

torrperature response, FR 4 '-T4,12 which is a three-dimensional

nuclear fuel rod code was used. FRAP-T4 includes the coupled effects

of thermal, mechanical, internal gas pressure, and material properties

in the analysis of fuel rod transient behavior, and the code

calculates a variable gap conductance as a function of gap width. The

results from the FRAP-T4 calculation of the nuclear fuel rod

temperature responce were used to evaluate the ability of the

closed-loop power control and the predetermined power control to

adequatoly represent the nuclear rod temperature response with the

Semiscale Mod-3 electrical heater rods. The results of this

evaluation are discussed in the following paragraphs. .
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The closed-loop power controller employes a constant gap

conductance (approximately 0.59 W/m K) which, from past experience,

provides a reasonable approximation of the variable gap conductance,

calculated by FRAP-T4. However, because the temperature response of a
.

nuclear rod can be very sensitive to the gap conductance model, an

attempt was made to evaluate the potential effect of the constant gap

conductance assumed in the closed-ioop controller model on calculated

heater rod temperature res;;cnse. To do this, a one-dimensional

conduction code with a constant gap model (similar to that used in the

power controller) was used to calculate the temperature response using

core fluid conditions from Test S-07-1,4 a non-UHI test performed in

the Semiscale Mod-3 system. The temperature response was t5en

campared with calculations using FRAP-T4 with a variable ap

conductance.9 Figure 15 shows the constant gap calculations closely

approximate the FRAP-T4 calculations. Figure 16 shows the constant

gap calculations also provide a conservative and reasonable estimate

of the peak core temperatures measured in Test S-07-1.

To evaluate the accuracy of the calculations used to generate a

predetermined power decay curve for an electrical rod (discussed

earlier), the electric rod temperature response for two different

tests (Tens S-07-1 and S-07-6) in the Semiscale Mod-3 baseline test

series (Test Series 7) were compared with the calculated nuclear rod

temperature response from FRAP-T4. The calculated electrical rod,

power decay for the two tests, which had different core fluid

conditions, are compared in Figure 17. The resulting measured

temperature responses for Tests S-07-1 and S-07-613 are compared

m m/ 't51 C
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with the nuclear rod temperature response calculated by the FRAP-T4

code in Figures 18 and 19, respectively. The results show generally

good agreement between the calculated nuclear rod temperature response,

and the measured electrical rod temperature response, indicating the
.

capability of the one-dimensional conduction codc w pr eJ Lt a power

decay curve that will produce an electrical rod surface temperature

response similar to that calculated for a nuclear fuel rod.

Therefore, it can be expected that the surface temperatures of the

Semiscale Mod-3 elect'-ical rods should be reasonably representative of

the cladding temperatJre response for PWR fuel rods.

The power peaking profiles of the Semiscale Mod-3 system are

similar to a PWR if considered at a middle of life condition. At

beginning of life the peak in the axial power profile of a PWR core

would be skewed toward the bottom of the core while later in life the
peak power would be located near the top of the core. In Semiscale

Mod-3, the windings inside the core heater rods provide a fixed cosine

axial power peaking profile representing the middle of life in a PWR

The windings have a specified pitch for a oesignated lengthcore.

thus producing the profile shown in Figure 20. Semiscale attempts to

incorporate the ratio of Q/Q t a maximum value, with the axialavg

peaked power value in Semiscale Mod-3 set at 1.55. The radial power
'

profile in Mod-3 is variable, in that the nine center or high power

rods can be powered higher than the 14 low powered rods; thus variable,

radial power peakings are available.
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In Semiscale Mod-3 the radial power profile was flat through most

of the Baseline Test Series (Series 7) and will be flat through all of

the UHI Test Series (Series 8). However, one of the tests in the,

Mod-3 Baseline Test Series (Test S-07-2)14 was conducted with radial
'

peaking, in which th6 nine center rods in the Semiscale Mod-3 core

were powered at a 17.4% higher power than the remaining 14 pheripheral

rods. The center nine rods experienced a 15 to 25 K higher

temperature than the 14 outer rods; however, system behavice was very

similar to other Semiscale Mod-3 tests which had a flat radial
profile. This agrees with the results from Reference 9, which states

that the influence of uneven axial and radial power distributions on

PWR peak cladding temperatures during blowdown is insignificant, based

on SCORE-EVET 3-D calculations. Thus three-dimensional effects

resulting from uneven power distribution during blowdown ure not

expected to alter che ability of Semiscale Mod-3 to simulate average

PWR core response. The degree that Semiscale Mod-3 can simulate

average PWR behavior can be analyzed by comparing the calculated core

flow irom a non-UHI PWR versus the measured core flow from a Semiscale

Mod-3 baselinc tert (Test S-07-1) scaled to PWR values, as shown in

Figure 21. The good agreement between the two curves indicates that

the Semiscale Mod-3 system should be able to simulate average PWR

thermal-hydraulic behavior quite well.
.

The above comparisons were from blowdown tests only and did not,

15consider the reflcod portion. However, for Test S-97-1 and the

Westinghouse FLECHT-SET Test 3105B16 , which were reflood tests, a

qualitative comparison was made between the Semiscale Mod-3 system and

''
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the much larger Westinghouse system during the reflood period.

FLECHT Test 3105B had localized peaking and some three-dimensional

effects; however, overall quench behavior was very similar to,

Semiscale Mod-3 Test S-07-4, as shown in Figure 22. Selected

elevations from FLEC'!T Test 3105B and Test S-07-4, shown in Figure 23,

also indicate very similar temperature response characteristics. The

overall good agreement between the core thermal response and core

quench behavior for the two systems demonstrates that experimental

facilities which utilize full-length core simulators and operate from

similar initial and boundary conditions can produce similar reflood

character ist its.

In conclusion, this sectico has attempted to address the major

scaling considerations affecting the Semiscale Mod-3 core

thermal-hydraulic behavior. However, there are some secondary

considerations which should not alter the overall system behavior, but

are mentioned for completeness. As discussed earlier, the Semiscale

Mod-3 system has a core configuration representative of a 15 x 15 size

nuclear rod fuel assembly. Althougn this is not i foical of the

17 x 17 geometry of a PWR plant equioped with UHI, the overall system

response should not be affected since surface temperatures are very

close to those of the PWR. Also, the pressure drop across the core is
'

a direct result of the geometry of the Semiscale Mod-3 core. However,

since flow areas are scaled and heater rod geometry is similar to that,

of a PWR, the core pressure drop is not expected to be much different

than in a PWR, except for the influence of the grid spacers, (there

are 10 in the Mod-3 core), three more than in a PWR. Another
~
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secondary distortion in the Mod-3 core is the radiation effects of the

hot electrical heater rods to the core barrel walls. Although the

cross sectional flow area of Mod-3 is scaled from a PWR, the cross

sectional size of the Mod-3 core relative to a PWR, places the hot
.

center electrical heater rods much closer to the core barrel walls

than in a PWR. This could result in the nine center high powered rods

radic. ting excess energy to the lcwer temperature walls, which would

result in lower peak temperatures on the high powered rods than

expected. To reduce the potential for this type of heat transfer,

Mod-3 was designed with a gold plated core shroud. The thermal

prope-tles Jf gold being such that most of the adiated energy would

be reflected from the core barrel walls (assuming gray body

behavior). Therefore radiation effects in the Mod-3 core are not

expected to cause adverse system behavior. Finally, the surface

area-to-volume ratio of the Mod-3 core barrel is 45 times greater than

in a PWR. This compromise has the potential for generating large

amounts of steam and effecting system response, expecially during

refill and reflood. However, Mod-3 incorporates insulators on the

core barrel walls to reduce the potential of this steam generation.

Therefore, by installing effective insulators, the effect of core

barrel steam generation is not expected to be significant.

.

The abovo discussions indicate that blcxdown is basically

one-dimensional in character and that the Semiscale Mod-3 system

should provide adcquate simu'ation of overall PWR behavior in terms of

blowdown and reflood heat transfer. However, the implication that

blowdown data from the Semiscalc Mod-3 system can be directly related

to a PWR should not be made as a result of the previous comparisons.
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1.4 Lower Plenum

The Semiscale Mod-3 system lower plenum design emphasized scaling,

considerations which would produce refill and sweepout behavior as
.

typical of a PWR as possible. Also conside ed important was the

maintenance of +he proper amount cf residual water in the lower plenum

prior to initiation of refill. To effectively achieve these

objectives, experimental data f rom previous Sem: scale Mod-l tests were

used as a basis for designing the lower plenum. Fow ver, compromises

in the lower plenum geometry were necessary to provide for passage of

the core heater rod extensions through the lower plenum and out the

bottom head. The following paragraphs discuss the lower plenum design

and provide an irdepth analysis of the lower plenum scaling approach.

The lower plenum region, shown in Figure 24, was defined as all

tne volume below the heated core including the downcomer annular inlet

section. This region was volume scaled, thus allowing a refill rate

similar to that of a PWR, with scaled ECC injection rates. Based on
l7previous Semiscale Mod-1 testing , the L/D ratio was also

considered to be impnrtant to properly simulate the sweepout behavior

of the lower plenum. However, to model both of these conflicting

requirements as closely as possible, the L/D ratio was slightly

enlarged to produce a geometric configuration that would satisfy the
volume requirement. Therefore, the L/C ratio of the Semiscale Mod-3,

lower plenum is 1.57, whereas the PWR lower plenum L/D ratio is 0.67.
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Semiscale designers were aware that the presence of the core

heater rod extensions would increase the amount of metal heat added to

the lower plenum fluid and possibl. cause deentrainment and affect
,

lower plenum sweepout. However, because of the importance of the

upper head design in the UHI Test Series, the rod penetrations were

made through the lower plenum rather than through the upper he3d

region as was done in the Semiscale Mod-l design. While the total

influence of these rod penetrations is difficult to analyze directly,

experimental work by others indicates that the lower plenum geometry

does not significantly influence the dominant phenomena during

blowdown. Reference 18 discusses the results of an investigation

evaluting different PWR lower plenum geometries in a test vessel which

was a 1/15-scale replica of a four-loop PWR lower plenum. Injection

flow rates and subcoolings were varied to determine the range of

behavior, the results indicated little difference in sweepout for the

different configucations investigated. While the results indicate PWR

lower plenum structures did not affect lower plenum sweepout and

liquid level depression significantly, the Semiscale heater rod

penetrations are sufficiently different from the lower plenum

structures in a PWR that this assumption may not be true in

Semiscale. Therefore the effect of the rods on system behavior may

not be negligble as suggested above, and will require further

experimental investigation in the Semiscale Mod-3 system

.

Another compromise resulting from the scaling criteria used in

the Semiscale Mod-3 lower plenum design is the large surf ace

area-to-volume ratio relative to that in a PWR. In Semiscale Mod-3
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this ratio is about eight times greater when no internals or

insulation are considered. When internals are included, this ratio

increases to about 16. However, insulation has been placed on the ,

lower plenum walls to aid in reducing energy transfer from the heavy

plenum walls. Since it was difficult to insulate heater rod

extensions while maintaining a reasonably open flow path from the core

region, there was still concern that the large surface area-to-volume

ratio and the resulting heat transferred to the fluid could influence

core flow with the potential for flow stagnation during the early

blowdown period in Semiscale Mod-3. To address this concern, two

calculations were performed using a one dimensional conduction code

witn heat transfer coefficients and fluid temperatures from the

RELAP4/ MOD 6 pretest predictions of Test S-07-1 as boundary

conditions. The first calculation used a model of the Semiscale Mod-3

lower plenum without internals while the second calculation

incorporated a model of the PWR lower plenum also without internals.

The comparison of the predicted structural heat transfer rate per unit

volume of fluid, f rom a PWR and Semiscale Mod-3 lower plerum is given

in Fiqure 25. It is apparent, based on the results in Figure 25, that

the potential for excessive heat transfer (approximately 15 times

greater) is present in the Semiscale Mod-3 lower plenum.

.

To further investigate the potential effects of lower plenum heat

transfer on core flow behavior, RELAP4/M006 calculations were -

performed in which the lower plenum structural heating was varied to

evaluate the effects on core flow behavior. The results from these

calculations were then compared with the measured data from
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Test S-07-1 and with results from Westingnoc:e calculations. The

measured core flow from Test S-07-1 is compared to the RELAP4/M006

prediction of core flow for Test S-07-1 in Figure 26. To provide a

more meaningful interpretation of the results, the measured and
.

calculated core mass flows in Figure 26 were multiplied by the

PWR-to-Mod-3 core power ratio (3411/2), which is equivalent to the

ratio of core flow artas, to obtain mass flows on a scale comparable

to those that might occur in a PWR. The measured and calculated

results in Figure 26 agree rather closely, indicating the RELAP4/ MOD 6

calculations credict the general t ends and overall behavior of the

Semiscale Mod-3 ccre reasonably well. This general similarity betweer,

the RELAP4/ MOD 6 predictions and the measured Semiscale Mod-3 results

provided a confiaence in the utilization of the RELAP4/ MOD 6 computer

code for investigating lower ,lenum heat release. Two additional

RELAP4/M006 calculations were performed which were identical to the

original calculation for Test S-07-1 except for the variations in

r.tructural heat transfer. In the first calculation, all heat

conduc tors in the REL AP4/M0'.o model were removed except those which

represented the active core and steam generatars. The second

calculation had only the heat conductors in the lower plenum removed

since this was an area where structural heat transfer was thought to

be particularly critical. Since the latter two calculations were

identical to the original calculation with the exception of the

dif ferences in structural heating, comparison of results frorr the .

three calculations which are discussed in the following oaragraphs

should provide a direct indication of the effect of structura! heat

transfer on predicted Semiscale Mod-3 system response.
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Figure 27 compares the calculated Semiscale P;d-3 core mass flow

with no structural heating to the RELAP4/ MOD 6 prec.iction for

Test S-07-1, which included all structural heat conductors (again '

multiplied by the ratio of core powers, 3411/2). The comparison in
.

Figure 27 demonstrates the sensitivity of the RELAP4/M006 calculations

to changes in structural heating, and shows that with all structural

heat conductors removed from the RELAP4/M006 model (piping, vessel,

downcomer, and core barrel), the magnitude of the negative core flow

peaked at a higher value and occurred slightly earlier than in the

calculation with all structu al heating included. However, in both

calculations, the duration of the predicted Semiscale Mod-3 negative

core flow was approximately the same, lasting until approximately 30 s

after rupture.

O
Despite the demonstrated sensitivity of the RELAP4/ MOD 6

calculations to structural heat transfer, the effect of lower plenum

heat transfer on the calculated Semiscale Mod-3 system response

appears to be minimal. The comparison of predicted core mass flow

with and without lower pienum heat transfer (agaia multiplied by the

core power ratio), Figure 28, shows no significant difference in the

core hydraulic behavi'r. Also, since the energy transfer from the

heater rod extensions to the lower plenum fluid appears to be

" conduction limited" the heat transfer rate should be relatively

unaffected as long as sufficient water is delivered to the lower *

plenum to maintain a wet metal surface. Therefore, with UHI and the

'C
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associated increase in negative core flows and entrained liquid, it is

felt that structural heat transfer in the lower plenum is not likely

to have a majcr influence on the calculated Semiscale Mod-3 system
,

response.
.

Finally, Figure 29 compares the Semiscale Mod-3 calculaticas

(with differing structural heat transfer) with the Westinghouse

Calculated transient (dashed line) for previously diccussed in

Section 1.3. Figure 29 shows that the peak in the calculated

Westinghouse core mass flow occurred earlier than in the calculations

for Semiscale Mod-3 and the duration of the negative core flow was not

as long. However, considering that the calculations were performed

for different systems using different modeling assumpticas, the

results are reasonably similar and indicate the same general trends in

core hydraulic response.

In conclusion, RELAP4/ MOD 6 calculations indicate that lower

plenum structural heat transfer will not significantly infiuence the

calculated Semiscale Mod-3 system response. The effects of the L/D

ratio on the Mod-3 sweepout characteristics will be furth?r analyzed

during Semiscale testing. Although the Semiscale Mod-3 core flow

characteristics might not entirely Juplicate the co-c flow in a plant

with UHI, the results should be sufficiently representative to provide

.
information about operational parameters and system interaction

characteristics that may be important in a PWR.
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In conclusion, RELAP4/M006 calculations indicate that lower

plenum structural heat transfer will not significantly influence the

calculated Semiscale Mod-3 system response. The effects of the L/D,

ratio on the Mod-3 sweepout characteristics will be further analyzed
.

during Semiscale testing. Although the Semiscale Mod-3 core flow

characteristics might not entirely duplicate the core flow in a plant

with UHI, the results should be sufficim rly representative to provide

information about operational parameters and system interaction

characteristics that may be important in a PWR.
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1.5 powncomer

Q
One of the unique features of the Semiscale Mod-3 system is the

.

inclusion of a single pipe external to the vessel to represent the
.

downcomer in a PWR. The single pipe design, which is shown in

Figure 3, consists of an inlet annulus, the downcomer pipe, and an

instrement spool piece. The inlet annulus assembly contains the cold

leg nozzles and is designed to provide an annular inlet geometry

similar to that of a PWR. The inlet annulus then funnels into the

downcomer pipe. The pipe has an insulating liner to reduce the amount

of heat transferred from the outer pipe to the fluid flowing through

the pipo. At the bottom of the downcomer pipe is a fully instrumented

spool pim e containing a full-flow turbine meter, drag screen,

densitometer, and differential pressure port. Below the spool piece

the downcomer angles into the vessel wall and enters the lower plenum

through an annular flow skirt similar to that in a PWR.

The decision to utilize an external downconer in the Semiscale

Mnd-J system was based on several considerations. First, the need for

more accurate in-core hydraulic information would be obtainable with

the ust a, an external downcomer. Secondly, it was concluded that the

one-dimensional behavior of a scaled annulus would differ ittle from

that of a single pipe. Finally, the Semiscale Mod-l annular downcomer

experienced a hot wall delay during ECC penetration. The hot wall

delay was attributed to the hot walls on both sides of the downcomer

annulus generating large amounts of steam when the cold ECC fluid

entered the inlet annulus. With a small annular gap in the Semiscale

493 301
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Mod-l system, the steam could hold up the ECC tiuid until sufficient

heat was removed from the metal walls and the steam flow was reduced.

By adopting a single external pipe, the surface area-to-volume ratio
,

was lowered, reducing the potential for steam generation. In
'

addition, it was potentially simpler to insulate the inner wall of a

Pipe.

Effective modeling of the annular entry of the PWR downcomer

required an inlet annulus to be located at the top of the Semiscale

Mod-3 single pipe downcomer. The Semiscale Mod-3 inlet annulus, shown

in Figure 30, was sized to maintain the same fluid transit time

(0.47 s) from the intact loop cold leg vessel etration to thes

broken loop vessel penetration as expected in a PWR. The significance

of flow transit time lies in the tendency of gravity to affect flow

into the downcomer region during the refill and reflood portions of

the LOCA. It is expected that the ECC injected durine; caturated

blowdown will tend to flow around the distributor annulus and out the

broken cold leg or fall down the downcomer according to the entering

momentum flux and the transit time around the flow path. In

maintaining transit time in the Semiscale Mod-3 upper annulus, the

scaline of the upper annulus volume was somewhat compromised
3 3(0.0077m actual versus a desired volume of 0.0071m from

volumetric scalino, see Table II).

Some areas that wece considered to be secondary as a result of

scaling the inlet annulus volume and transit time included the shorter

nozzle to nozzle distance and two- and three-dimensional effects at
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the neck of the inlet annulus. The much shorter distance between the

nozzle of Semiscale Mod-3, relative to a PWR, could allow the

influence of fluid momentum to be present which may result in higher,

bypass flow rates. Also, the annulus funnels flow into the single
'

pipe and restricts the potential for two- and three-dimensional

effects in that region. The effects that these secondary

considerations will have on the overall Semiscale Mod-3 system

behavior were not believed to be as important as the transit time and

volume scaling, and therefore were compromised.

Scaling of the downcomer was difficult due to an incompleto

understanding of the two-phase countercurrent flow phenomena which

dominate the behavior during the LOCA. Several methods of scaling

were considered including use of the Kutateladze number and use of

a Wallis flooding correlation developed frem Semiscale air-water
20countercurrent flow experiments Results from these methods of

scaling were inconclusive, since it was difficult to characterize the

PWR downcomer behavior. However, as stated previously, the secondary

reason for using a single pipe design was based on the determination

that flow through the Semiscale Mod-l annulus behaved similar to flow

in a pipe. The critical gas velocities for flooding or stagnation of

falling fluid in the Semiscaie Mod-l annulus and the Semiscale Mod-3

single pipe, are shown in Ficure 31. These vely.ities were determined

by using the Wallis and Kutateladze correlations, the calculations of
.

which are given in Appendix B. From this comparison, the expected

countercurrent flow behavior for the annulus and the single pipe

should be similar. Strict volumetric scaling of the downcomer was

also considered so that downcomer volume and height would be
< 304
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maintained as closely as possible to duplicate downcomer fluid

elevation changes during the latter portion of refill and the reflood

period. Since st: :t volumetric scaling and scaling based on the,

flooding correlations produced about the same diameter, downcomer

volumetric scaling was se acted.

The tcision to scale the downcomer volurietrically, while

maintaini..g full-lengt1 vertical distances, 'esulted in the downcomer

being one-dimensional in nature. This allows gravitational effects to

be r.adeled well, but results in a compromise 17 evoected

countercurrent flow phenorana. In a PL'R, it is exp_'ted that ECC will

establish two- and three-dirr'nsional flow patterns wnere the water

will channel and not intc act directly with the steam. Lack of

potential for two- and three-dimensional effects in a single pipe

downcomer lead to development of a second downcomer design, which can

be installed on the Semiscale Mod-3 vessel and will allow, for some

seperate channeling of steam and water flows. This design, shown in

Figure 32, is called the parallel pipe or two pipe downcomer.

Although this new downcomer design will improve the

countercurrent flow potential of Semiscale Mod-3, it will also

increase the surf ace area-to-volume atio of the downcomer and,
'

therefore, increase the effects of wall heat transfer characteristic

to the previously mentioned single pipe downcomer. This heat transfer
pheno;nena has been referred to as the hot wall effect.
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Hot wall effects are expected to be minimal in a PWR because of

the large gap size, thus allowing the potential of cour,tercurrent

flow. However, with a surface area-to-volume ratio in the Semiscale

Mod-3 downcomer which is about nine times greater than the PWR
.

downcomer, the potential steam generation due to heat transfer from

the downcomer walls has greatly increased. The modification of

PWR-like behavier in Semiscule Mcd-3 as a result of these hot wall

effects is of great importance. Therefore, a brief description of the

nature of these bot wali effects and the way they effect Semiscale

Mod-3 will be given, followed by a proposed solution to the hot wall

problem.

The hot wall Erfect can be broken down into two specific areas:

delay in ECC penetration to the lower plenum and mass depletion of

water in the downcomer during core reflood. As ECC enters the

downcomer at the beginning of injection, steam is generated and causes

fluid to be held up in the downcomer and bypassed out of the downcomer

inlet annulus to the cold leg break. This obenomena is termed hot
4wall delay, and was shown to occur in Test S-07-1 . Figure 33 shows

the densities in the lower plenum and in the top of the downcomer and

illustrates the time required for liquid to reach the lower plenum.

The delay time frcro tae start of penetration until refill initiation

was observed to be 9 s. This also was obcerved in the remaining
21 13blowdown Tests S-07-2, S-07-3 , and S-07-6 ,

.

Following the hot wall delay .ariod, fluid fills the downcomer

pipe, and then a secono hot wall effect, unique to Semiscale Mod-3

occurs which is termed mass depletion. Tne fluid in the downcomer . ..
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pipe is heated by the stored energy from the pipe walls with the

hottest fluid being at the bottom of the downcomer. When saturation

is reached, the fluid expands as it flashes and causes an upward flow

in the downcomer pipe. As the hydraulic head decreases, the expansion
'

takes place more vigorously until the entire downcomer pipe has

depleted of water. Test S-07-6A was an integral blowdown reflood test

that exhibited the above mass depletion phenomena, see Figure 34.

Following this mass depletion, the system behavior was oscillatory in

nature. This resulted because of the gradual refilling of the

downcomer by the low-pressure injection system (LPIS) fluid and then

depletion as the fluid was heated to saturation. Notice that the time

between oscillations is much grEoter than manometer oscillations, thus

negating the effects of manometer-type phenomena. The effect that the

hot wall phenomena will have on UHI will be determined during the

course of Series 8 testing in Semiscale.

Several tests have been condacted in the Semiscale Mod-3 system

to analyze the mechanism by which the stored energy in the outer

downcomer pipe is transferred to the system fluid. A cross section of

the present Semiscale Mod-3 downcomer design is shown in Figure 35. A

complete description of these tests as well as a discussion of the

downcomer mass depletion is contained in Appendix C. From the results
-

of these tests, it was concluded that a new design for the insulator

pipe was needed to reduce the amount of stored energy transferred to
.

the system fluid.
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At present, a honeycomb struc ture is being considered for the

insulator pipe and is currently being evaluated for thermal

cnaracteristics. The honeycomb structure is made up of a small, thin
,

walled pipc., sized to the desired downcomer flow area, placed inside a
.

larger thin walled pipe. The honeycomb material is sandwiched between

the two pipes with the cells being evacuated of gases and sealed. The

strtcture acts like a " thermos bottle," isolating th' system fluid

from the outer downcomer walls. Preliminary calculTtions for this

mater;al are encouraging as indicated in Figure 36, which is a

compar ison of heat transfer rates from the present Semiscale Mod-3

downcomer, a PWR downcomer, and the Semiscale Mod-3 dowacomer

incorporating the honeycomb insulator. It is expected that the

effects of stored metal heat can be significantly reduced with the use

of tb honeycomb insulator.

As mentioned earlier, the single pipe downcomer of Semiscale

A t-3, incorporates an instrumented spool piece installed above the

nozzle that enters the lower plenum. This instrumentation was

necessary to measure system behavior as close to the lower plenum as

possible. As a result of the presence of this instrumentation, flow

behavior could possibly be altered. The turbine meter and drag screen

could homogenize an annular flow behavior which is possible in a

single pipe arrangement, and also deentrain fluid from the negative

core flow. However, this compr oise was accepted in trade for the
,

vital hydraulic information gained.

h C,t .i, b\b'

,
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Concluding the discussion of this section, the Semiscale Mod-3

@downcomer has been designed and scaled to increase the flexibility of

the Semiscale Mod-3 vessel to monitor the system response during a .

LOCA experiment. The external configuration, although atypical in
,

app 3arance, should function *.imilarl? to the annular Semiscale Mod-l

downcomer in terms of countercurrent flow behavior. The hot wall

effects encountered are not insurmountable, and upon modification to

the insulator, the downcomer mass depletion problem should be solved.

In summary, the Semiscale Mod-J vessel design has been discussed

by identifying its individual conponents. There are scaling

compromises which nake its behaviar not directly applicable to a PWR.

However, important phenomena will be simulated, and, therefore

Somiscale Mod-3 will be useful for code assessment. In addition,

energy storage in the metal str,cture throughout the Semiscale Mod-3

system coupled with the increased surface area-to-volume ratio, has

the potential for generating large amounts of steam which could alter

the effectiveness of UHI. Although Semiscale Mod-3 docs not model .he

surface area-to-volume ratio of a PWR well, innulatico have been

incorpora+ed tc reduce the effects that the added heat flux will have

on system fluid, and the addition of a new downcomer insulator design

is expected to be even more effective in miriimizing structural heat

transfer. Semisctle Mod-3 required full length volumes, where

possible, resulting in a vessel that is one-dimensional in nature and
.

as a result two- and three-dimenaional effects should not be expected h
#

. 1.).

@
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because of the small scale. These characteristics, although not

entirely representative of a PWR, are not expected to alter system

,
beh3vior enough that the capability of Semiscale Mod-3 to determine

effects of UHI will be hampered. However, the vessel behavior of

Semiscale Mod-3 it typical of a small integral test facility and

further extrapolation of Semiscale Mod-3 data should be done

judiciously.

.
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2. INTACT AND BROKEN LOOPS

The intact and broken loops of Semiscale Mod-3 were designed to

represent the operating and ruptured loops of a PWR. The intact loop
.

represents three operating loops of a PWR, and the broken loop

incorporates a break apparatus to simulate the ruptured PWR loop.

Also, to insure a more accurate representation of the PWR loops,

active steam generators and pumps were installed in the intact loop as

well as in the broken loop.

The components that comprise each loop generally required

application of specialized scaling principles. A combination of

scaling considerations including vciumtric, elevation, hydraulic

resistance and many others were applied. The scaling approach for

t?dCh of the components will be examined in more detail beginning with

the Inop piping.

.

.
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2.1 c ap Piping

@
The Semiscale Mod-3 loop piping was scaled with the primary

considerations being maintenance of the desired resistance and scaled

volume. The desired loop piping volume and the volume distribution,

defined in Table II, could be implemented by long lengths of small

diameter pipe or shorter lengths of large diameter pipe. However, if

the small pipe was used, the pressure drop through the pipe would be

larger than that in the PWR pipes. lhert ore, the selection of larger

diameter pipe (inside diameters of 6.65-cm versus 2.93-cm for intact

loop and 3.40 cm versus 1.69 cm for the broken loop) allowed some

degree of control of system resistance, whereas with full-length

ideally scaled piping, the friction loss (proportional to ' L/D)

increases disproportionately. Use of the larger nipe also resulted in

a more favorable surface area-to-volume ratio from the viewpoint of

heat input to the fluid from the structure walls. Tha surface

area-to-volume ratio varies inversely with the pipt diameter (= 4/D),

and the use of the larger pipe (6.65-cm inside diameter) results in a

50% reduction of this ratio over that resulting from the use of the

ideally scaled 2.93-cm inside diameter piping (2.93 cm represents 3

PWR loops combined and volumetrically scaled down to Semiscale Mod-3

values). However, even with the current pipe sizes the surface

area-to-volume ratio is approximately 19 times greater.

.

The resistance of the piping in the Semiscale Mod-3 intact loop

is lower than that required by .;aling from a PWR because of the

relatively large pipe diamete.' as discussed previously. Therefore,

provisions have been made for the installation of orifices in the
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Semiscale Mod-3 system to obtain the required intact loop hydraulic

resistance. Since 851 of the losses in a large PWR operating loop

occur across the steam generator, ar:d the rest occur in the piping, ,

the required orifices in the Semiscale Mod-3 intact loop piping are
,

located as close as po.,sible to the steam generator. The resistance

in the broken loop is very similar to the PWR value and did not

require the use of orifices.

lne decision to scale the loop piping with resistance and volume

as the main criteria resultad in some secondary compromites. The

piping used in Semiscale Mod-3 is larger in diameter and short- in

leng'h than the scaled PWR v3 lues. As a result of the shtrter length,

the acoustic wave transit times, which are primarily important during

the subcooled doompression period, are not the same as would occur in

a PWR. However, the subcooled decompression process is celatively

well understood, and acoustic wave transit time does not have a

significant influence on core .coling and the ECC injection process,

which are major concerns in the Semiscale Mod-3 Program.

The smaller pipes of Mod-3, relative to a PWF, can influence the

duration of flow regimes that effect system behavior. The typicality

of flow regimes occuring in the MOD-3 piping relative to those

expected in a PWR have not been evaluated sir.ce PWR piping flow
'

regimes have not been fully identified. However, Mod-3 does have the

available instrumentation to allow determination of flow reg'mes from

Semiscale data. An example of the flow regimes in the Semiscale Mod-3

m m.<
-
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intact loop, calculated from measurements obtained during the UHI

baseline test series, is shown in Figure 37. These calculations were
22made using a method suggested by Govier and Omer as outlined in a,

23report written b.y R. T. French The description of these.

.

calculations is given in Appendix 0. The calculated flov! regimes,

identified in Figure 39, show the duration of the dispersed bubble and

stratified flow regimes, which included wavy flow. While the

measurement of flow regimes is important to the ur.derstanding of

hydraulic phenomena occurring in Semiscale Mod-3, it should not be

construed that the same two-phase flow phenomena will occu, in the

larger PWR piping systems. Especially if the orifices cause a

"daming" of the water in the pipes. However, as more information

becomes available from larger facilities, such as LOFT, the effects of

pipe size on flow regimes and the potential influence of these flow

regimes on system response in a full sized PWR will be better

understood.

In conclusion, the Semiscale Mod-3 piping was sca'ed from

resistance and volume values in a PWR. Full-scale loop resistance was

maintained typical of a PWR while the L/D ratio was compromised in

order to tue larger than scaled diameter pipes to provide flexibility

in resistance placement. The capability of the Semiscale Mod-3 loop
*

piping to simulate tFa PWR piping is expected to be good; however, the

influence of flow regimes behavior is, as yet, still hard to determine

because of the lack of flow regime data f rom larger systems.

9
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2.2 Steam Generators

G
The steam generators in the Semiscale Mod-3 system have the

,

potential to directly influence the transient during both the blowdown

and reflood portions of a LOCA experiment. Since this influence can

occur in either the intact or broken loop, the Semiscale Mod-3 system

includes acti"e steam generators in both. To provide maximum

flexibility in the Semiscale Mod-3 system, a steam generator referred

to as tha Type II steam generator (see Figure 38), has been designed

to be interch geable between the two loops. This flexibility has

been achi ved by sizing the unit to remove 100% of the core power

(2 MW) during steady state (~2 ration. In this way, the Type II steam

generator can be used in the intact loop with hydraulic resistance

simulators in the broken loop, or by plugging the appropriate number

of tubes, the steam generator can be modified for use in the broken

loop with a second steam generator in the intact loop.

Although the Type II steam generator has been designed for

installation in either the intact or broken loop, f abrication of a

Type II steam generator for the intact loop is not yet complete.

However, to facilitate the earliest possible testing schedule, a

Type Il steua generator has been installed in the broken loop with the

existing Type I steam generator remaining in the intact loop. The

Type I and Type !! steam generators are similar in concept except that
,

the Type I steam generator, shown in Figure 39, is scaled af ter the

LOFT steam generator and, therefore, is much shorte, in length than

the Type II steam generator, which is scaled to match t .vation
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eff ects in a PWR steam gener ator. Both steam generators are tube and

shell designs in which the primary fluid passes through vertical "U"

shaped tubes and the secondary coolant with resultant steam generation
,

passes through the shell side. While the differences in the two steam

.

generator designs will influence the loop hydraulics somewhat, this

influence is expected to be secondary in nature. Therefore, the

remainder of this section will deal specifically with design

considerations for the Type II steam generator. For further

information relating to the design of the Type I steam generator,

24which is scaled to the Loss-of-Fluid Test (LOFT) syttem , the

roader is referred to Reference 2.

The scaling rationale used in deriving the Type II steam

generator requirements is based on producing heat removal during the

blowdown and heat addition during the reflood phases of '"A

transient representative of those expected in a PWR. To accomplish

th 3 objective, the rumber and overall geometry of the U-tubes were

; elected to provide the best possible representation of specified

oloiation; and scaled surface areas and volumes. Installation of the

Type II steam generator nozzles, plenums, tube sheets, and U-tubes in

either the intact or broken loop was, therefore, such that elevations

would be preserved so that full-scale hydrostatic modeling effects in

the Sen iscale Mod-3 system would be similar to those in a PWR, see '

Table I. In addition, the same tube stock (2.22-cm outside diameter
.

by 0.124-cm wall thickness) and tube spacing (3.175-cm triangular

pitch) used for PWR U-tubes was used in the Type II steam generator.
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Since the heat transfer surface area was based on the ratio of PWR to

Semiscale Mod-3 primary side system volumes, he number of tubes was

,
fixed by the specified 'abe diameters and lengths.

.

The incorporation of the Type II stea . ,enerator into the broken

loop required 9 of the 11 tubes to be plugged to reduce the primary

system volume to as close to the scaled value as possible. By using

the PWR length tubes, the volume is 2% lower than ideal and the heat

transfer surf ace area is 10% smaller than the desired value. The

pressure difference across the steam generator will remain close to

that expected in a PWR since the tube size and length used in the

Type II steam generator are identical to those in a PWR steam

generator. However, since the steam generator secondary side was

sized to remov9 100% of the Semiscale Mod-3 system heat load, excess

secondary volume will result when tubes are plugged. Therefore, when

used in the broken loop, the Type II steam generator secondary volume

is 90% greater than desired. As indicated f rom the analysis in

Reference 19, this should not effect the Semiscale Mod-3 blowdown

transient.

If the Type II steam generator were installed in the intact loop

in conjunction with a second Type II steam generator in the broken

loop, all but six tubes in the intact loop steam generator would be

plugged. This would result in scaled parameters very close to the PWR,

values, with the volume being approximately 5% larger than the PWR

value and with the heat tranfer surface area being 3% lower than

desired. The pressure loss across the steam generator in this case

103
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would be r.early identical to the PWR value. This above dic;ussion

indicates the success that can be achieved by scaling from PWR

dimensions. However, the secondary side volume would still be

approximately 40% greater than desired.
.

In conclusion, the design of the Type II steam generator is

scaled f rom PVR dimensions, while the Type I is scaled from LOFT. The

differences between the two steam generators as well as the

compromises innerent to each one are considcred to be secondary in

nature and therefore not expected to influencc >ystem response during

t> l owdown . The steam generator characteristics during reflood are as

yet to be determined and require further testing to gain the desired

data fnr comparison to expected PWR Seha'/ior.

@
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2.3 PUMPS

The Semiscale Mod-3 system incorporates active pumps in both the,

intact and broken loops to establish an initial flce distribution
.

typical of that in a PWR. At a result, the design fer each pump was

in pr.rt determined by steady state operating requirements to insure

that desired initial condicions would be met. However, pump operating

characteristics are also important during both the blowdown and

reflood portions nf a LOCA.

The Semiscale Mod-3 intact loop pump is the same pump used in the

Semiscale Mod-l system, but a larger impeller was installed to develop

the hydrauiic 09ad needed to overcome the increased resistance of the

Semiscale Mod s system. The pump is rated for a nominal flow of

22,6 1/s at a total head of 1336 kPa wtcn aperated at a rated speed of

367 rad /s. The pump is designed for a maximum pressure and

temperature of 17240 kPa and 616 K, respectively, and has a specific
speed of 930. The broken loop pump was designed for operation at very
hiya speeds. The pump operating conditions are 2390 kPa head and

4.43 1/s flow at 2095 r6d/s with a specific speed of 1550. In

designing the intact and broken loop pumps for operation in the

Semiscale Mod-3 system, specific speed, pump flow capacity, head,

locked rotor resistance, minimum flow area, and two-phase flow

characteristics were all important considerations in the final design,

selection. These dosign considerations will be discussed in the

following paragraphs.
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During blowdown, the cold leg break demand is made up of flow

from both the core and the intact loop. Therefore, initial pump

operating characteristics can affect the amount of intact loop fluid
,

delivered to the break and, as a result, influence core hydraulics and
.

overall core thermal response early in time. However, during reflood

the simulation of a locked rotor pump becomes the biggest resistance

; flow in both the intact and broken loops and can, therefore,

influence overall reflooo behavior.

To simulate overall pump behavior, it is normally desireable to

dc ign the scaled pump to be geometric similar to the pump being

nadeled. A necessary requirement of geometrically similar pumps is

that their specific speeds must match. In a system such as Semiscale

Mod-3, in which full-scale differential pressures are maintained but

flow rates are scaled, the design requirements for the scaled pump are

dif fic 11t to obtain. This is evident upon inspection of the formula

fnr specific speed, where if pump head (H) was held constant and the

flow rate (0) was decreased, the pump snee<1 (N) would have to increase

to keep specific speeds (N ) identical as follows:

NQ
"s g /4 *3

.

This is the situation in both the intact and broken loop

Semiscale Mod-3 pumps, where the head was required to be 'ull scale -

while the flow rate was scaled down. As a result of this, the

required speed to maintain identical specific speed was beyond the

@a$e3
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present material limits of the pumps. Therefore, specific speed and

pump similarity were compromised in order to provide the head and flow

rate needed to estatlish initial prerupture conditions.
,

'

The pump head and flow rate are system-imposed requirements,

necessary to match initial steady state flow conditions prior to

rupture. Semiscale Mod-3 tests utilizing a 3.66-m heated core have

approximately the same pressure distribution as that expected in a

PWR, hence the pump head is the same as that expected in PWR pumps.

Therefore, the specified pump head and flow capacity curve shape

should be similar to that in a PWR to preserve the relationship

between shutoff head and runout f'ow as exists in the PWR pump. This

criteria preserves the relationship of pump head and of design flow

rates that occur in PWR systems. The pump H-Q curve shape (that is,

zero head and zero flow intercepts) is of significance in the intact

loop pump during the blowdown phase of a LOCA and may be important

during reflood with pump suction leg ECC injection. As the system

blows down, the quality of the fluid passing through the pump

increases. Therefore, the ability of the pump to generate head

decreases until the pump head degrades to zero and no longer

influences 1000 flow. This characteristics decrease in pump head with

increasing pump suction inlet fluid quality is demonstrated in

FigJre 40, which compares the calculated fluid quality and measured

broken loop pump head for one of the tests in the Semiscale Mod-3
.

baseline test series. This figure indicates that pump operating

characteristics and their effect on loop hydraulics are primarily

important during the initial 30 s of the blowdown transient when the
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.

pump head has not yet degraded to zero. During this period, the

Semiscale Mod-3 pumps should behave similar to their PWR

counterparts. However, because of excessive frictional torque in the,

small Semiscale Mod-3 pumps, power controllers are required to control
.

pump speed to insure that proper coastdown characteristics are

achieved. The intact and broken loop pump speeds during blowdown have

been specified to approximate a reference plant coastdown resulting

f rom pump power trip simultaneous with break initiation. Also the

pump speed controllers can provide various speeds, within desion

limitations, to simulate the different operating conditions of a PWR

pump, thus increasing the flexibility of the Semiscale Mod-3 pumps.

During the reflood ( y'.a, the locked rotor flos resista,1ce in

both the intact and broken loop pumps is a significart sot. _ back

pressure governing the core reflood rate. The scaling rationale in

this case was to provide a locked rotor resistance that produces the

PWR pump locked rotor pressure differential at the nominal (scaled)

system flow rate. The flow rate is core-area scaled which is also

power-to-volume scaled in the case of the 3.66 .n Semiscale Mod-3

core. The ratio of PWR pump minimum flow area to core flow area

should also be maintained to preserve possible flow choking phenomena

during reflood. Therefore, the minimum flow area in the broken loop
2'

pump (0.97 cm ) was calculated to give the same ratio of pumq flow

area to core flow area as occurs in a typical PWR plant. The,

@
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2calculation is based on a minimum PWR pump flow area of 0.164 m and

2was ratioed using PWR and Semiscale Mod-3 core flow areas of 4.84 m

2and 28.56 cm , respectively.
.

2The minimum flow area of the intact loop pump (7.92 cm ) is

2.73 times bigger than the scaled flow area of three PWR pumps. As

mentioned previously, this enlarged flow area could alter the system

reflood behavior somewhat. However, variations in the intact loop

resistances have been shown not to have significant effects on reflood

25behavior and almost no effect on blowdown behavior There ~a

these slight compromises in the intact loop pump flow area =ra an*

expected to effect the Semiscale Mod-3 system capability to simulate

the UHI process.

O
In conclusion, the active Semsicale Mod-3 pumps were designed to

give the head and flow needed to meet desired PWR initial conditions.

As a result, specific speed scaling was not able to be achieved. Each

pump has a locked rotor resistance to provide reflood back pressures

representative of those expected in a PWR. However, due to high

frictional torque of the small pumps, power has to be applied to the

Semiscale Mcd-3 pumps to simulate PWR behavior during blowdown. By

controlling pump speed during blowdown and providing locked rotor
.

resistance during reflcod, Semiscale Mod-3 pump behavior is expected

to produce operating characteristics similar to those expected in P'n1
.

pumps.

A O, 'g
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3. ECC :NJECTION SYSTEMS

The intent in the Semiscale Mod-3 Program has been to design a,

high it tel of flexibility into the ECC subsystems such that injection
*

locations, configurations, flow rates, subcooling, and pressures can

be varied to experimentally investigate important parameters related

to ECC performance. This flexibility helps evaluate philosophies used

in ECC scaling.

The ECC systems included in Semiscale Mod-3 are the UHI

accumulator system, the intact and broken 1000 accumulator injection

systems, and the high-pressure injection system (HPIS) and

low-pressure injection system (LPIS), which are pumped injection

systems. The HPIS and LPIS are initiated at 12.4 and 1.03 MPa.

respectively, and continue providing constant average scaled flow

ra'.as until terminated. The more complex UHI and accumulator ECC

systems provide variable injection rates, which are dependent en

system depressurization characteristics, and the injection time is

determined by scaling the injected fluid volume from a PWR.

l . .e total volume of accumulator water injected into the intact

loop should be approximately three times the amount injected into the

broken loop to represent the scaled injection into the three unbroken

looks of a PWR. However, results " rom the Semsical- Mod-3 baseline
.

test series (Series 7) have indicated that an average hot wall delay

of 8 s will occur in the Semiscale Mod-3 system. To allow for

accumulator ECC bypass out the cold leg break and insure that the

desired volume of ECC was available for lower plenum refill and core /| 9 j } } /J
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reflood, an additional amount of water (12.5 1) was piaced in the

intact loop ECC accumulator to account for this delay. The combined

total injected volume from the Semiscale Mod-3 intact loop accumulator ,

is therefore 57.5 1 + 5% After all the ECC fluid has been depleted.

.

from the intact and broken loop accumulators, a scaled volume of

nitrogen is allowed to be injected into the system. However, with

Uill, fluid injection is stopped after a specified vnlume of liquid has

been injected into the vessel, and no nitrogen is allowed to enter the

upper head region. To obtain average accumulator ECC injection rates

in Semiscale Mod-3 representative of the expected values scaled from a

PWR, the injection line resistances are scaled by the ratio of the

square of the core pCwers:

'

P
R' = R'p,,q pyq

,

P
ss

. -

Tho Pod-3 system resistances are calculated in terms of the parameter,

R', which is defined:

_ oo Pp.
Tr

m'

where

,

3o = Fluid density, kg/m
.

- 2 [L '9 3 b5~* [m
Ao Pressure drop, Pa ==

S |

Mass flCw rate, kg/sm =
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The accumulators are then pressurized to operating pressures

corre spondin'} to the accumulator operating pressures in a PWR. The

, scaled accumulator injection rates will then be similar to the

expected injection rates in a PWR, if the relative pressure
.

differentials between the accumulators and the primary systems remain

the same as the systems depressurize, However, differences in the

accumulator gas expansion Characteristics or in the system

depressurization characteristics can influence the accumulator

i'iection rate characteristics. To address this concern- a comouter

code was used to calculate the expected accumulator injection rates

into the Semiscale Mod-3 upper Mad and intact loop cold leg. The

calculation was performed using scaled accumulator line resistances

and a system depressurization characteristic representative of that

expected in the Semiscale Mod-3 system. The results of this

investigation are compared with a Westinghouse prediction 26 of the

UHI and cold leg accumulator injection rates for a full sized PWR in

Figure 41. So that a direct comparison of the injection rates could

be made, the calculated Semiscale Pod-3 results have been multiplied

by the ratio of core powers (3411/2). The comparison of injection

rates in Figure 41 shows generally gcod agreement between tha

Semiscale Mod-3 and Westinghouse results. The differences in

magnitude and timing which did occur are believed to be primarily due

to slight differences in system depressurization characteristics or to

differences in the assumed expansion characteristics of the
.

accumulator Nitrogen (the Semiscale Mod-3 calculations assumed an

isentropic expansion). Hcwever, the completion of accumulator ECC
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injection into the upper head and the start of cold leg ECC injection

in Semi 3cale Mod-3 were within 4 s of those predicted by Westinghouse,

.
and the sequence of events ,vith the start of cold leg injection

occurring slightly before the completion of UHI) were very similar for
'

the two calculations. Based on the results of these calculations, it

appears that a reasonable representation of the accumulator injection

characteristics in a PWR can be obtained with the present Semiscale

Mod-3 accumulater ECC subsystems.

The Semiscale Mod-3 pumped injection systems, unlike the

accumulator systems, are forced injection and therefore deliver a

constant injection rate which is independent of pressure. The

Semiscale Mod-3 pumped injection systems differ from their PWR

counterpart in that the Semiscale Mod-3 pumps are constant speed
@

.,sitive disp'- nent gear punps while in the PWR the pumps are

centrifugal and therefore are sensitive to system depressurization

characteristics. As a result, the Semiscale Mod-3 pumped injection

systems will not simulate the mass flow versus time behavior of the

injection systems in a PWR, but it' stead, inject at a constant rate of

approximately the average scaled mass flow. However, because the

Semiscale Mod-3 pumped injection rates are small relative to the

accumulator injection rates, the differences in mass flow may cause

some distortions in the condensation prncess but probably .10t a

significant amount. Therefore, the effects on system behavior caused

by atypicalities in the Semiscale Mod-3 pumped ECC injection

characteristics are expected to be secoriary influences.
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In summary, the ECC injection systems ir the Semiscale Mod-3

9system can supply wate ' to the vessel and piping at a variety of flow

rates, water temperatures and injection locations. the volume of ,

water injected is scMed from PWR values, and the majority of the ECC
.

flow rates are also scaled from PWR values; however, the pumped ECC

injection rates are average rates scaled from the PWR flow rates and

may introduce some secondary distortions in system behavior. With tne

flexibility designed into the Semiscale Mod-3 ECC systems, a more

comprehensive analysis of ECC behavior can be evaluated which will

bcnefit not only the Semiscale Mod-3 Program but the nuclear safety

community also.

@
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CONCLUSIONS

The basis for scaling the Semiscale Mod-3 system has been
,

presented and the system capabilities and limitations have been placed
.

in perspective relative to a pressurized water reactor with upper head

injection. The basic scaling principles have been identified and the

influence of compromises made in component selection has been

qualitatively evaluated. Specific conclusions relative to system

capability and limitations include:

(1) Previous experience with integral-type loss-of-coolant

experiments (LOCE) tend to confirm that ne Semiscale Mod-3

system will preserve major LOCE thermal-hydraulic events

expected to occur in the PWR system in an appropriate time

frame. The Semiscale Mod-3 system is expected to reproduce

the p.,anomena occurring in a PWR during a pos'Jlated LOCA

such as saturated blowdown decompression rates, fluid

density, flow rates, and pressure drops in the operating and

blowdown loops, provided the F pump head degradation with

void fraction is similar to that measured for the Semiscale

Mod-3 intact loop pump.

(2) Differences in performance between a PWR and Semiscale Mod-3

are expected where two- and three-dimensional system effects,

influence controlling phenomena. Some particularly

important phenomena influenced by two- and three-dimensional

effects are core thermal performance and vessel lower plenum

117 4 C)3 } /j Q
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liquid level, upper head mixing, and downcomer

countercurrent flow. The Semiscale Mod-3 system can not

simulate the two- and three-dimensional temperature and flow -

distributions of the PWR core or the two- and
.

three-dimensional velocity distributions of the PWR vessel

downcomer and plenum regions.

(3) The stored energy in the metal structure of Semiscale Mod-3

is greater per unit volume of systere fluid than that in a

PWR, and as a result, the released energy may adversely

effect system response to some degree. Howevar, various

types of insulation with low thermal capacitance and low

thermal conductivity have been incorporated to reduce these

effects.
.

The material presented in this document indicates that Semiscale

Mod-3 data are of primary value for model development and code

verification activities and will provide basic insight into the UHI
.

process in a PWR so equipped. However, the scaling compromises

associated with any small-scale design, such as Semiscale Mod-3, makes

direct extrapolation to a full-scale PWR design difficult. Therefore,

the results obtained froa Semiscale Mod-3 relate specifically to tic

Semisca'' Mod-3 system and should be considered in that context.

.
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APPENDIX A

DESCRIPTION OF SEMISCALE M00-3 ON-LINE .

CORE POWER CONTROL SYSTEM
.

1. INTRODUCTICN

This appendix describes a new methe of core power control

developed for use in the Samiscale Mod-3 system. The new method of

power control, referred to as on-line core power control, attempts to

simulate the temperature response characteristics of a nuclear fuel

rod by calculating the required real-tica powe,' decay of an

electrically heated rod using thermal-hydraulic condi ions measured in

the core during a test.

The on-line core power control system was developed to eliminate

the need for predetermining the core power profile before each

%miscale Mod-3 test. In the past, the power profile has been

predetermined, using computer calculation techniques, to determine the

ciedrically i,cated rod power required to give the same surf ace heat

clux as that calculated for a nuclear fuel rod operating in the same

test environment. This open-loop control of core power was time

consuming and assumed the computer calculation precisely emulated the

hohavior of the Semiscale facility during the test. The new on-line

power controller provides feedback control that functions-m

9
A.
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independently of plant operati.g conditions. Therefore, the on-line

core power control system will drive the Semiscale Mod-3 electrical

heated rods in a manner that produces a local surface heat flux which.

matches the surface heat flux of a hypothetical nuclear fuel rod
'

operating in the same thermal-hydraulic environment ertablished in the

Semis: ale Mod-3 tests.

ihe following section describes the 0a-line power control system

and discusses some of its important features.

2.
CONTROL SYSTEM DESCRIPTIM

The on-line core power control system software includes control

algorithms, which are pro "ammed on a PDP11/55 digital computer. The3

compJter is equipped with 32 analog-to-digital converters and

4 digital-to-analog converters, which are used to accept inputs from

the Semiscale Mod-3 electrical heated core and to provide the required

driving signals. The computer has a 16-bit word length with 12,000

memory locations; in addition it has two removable disk packs w thi

61.2 x 10 word storage locations each. Access to the computer it

provided through an LA-36 terminal or a 300 card / min card reader.

The computational philosophy of the on-line core power control

program can be followed on the block diagram shown in Figure A-1.

Figure A-1 shows the control program receives input from the

analog-to-digital converters and the mea.wred values of electrical

heated rod power, electrical heated rod cladding temperature, and

m m
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coolant temperature. The control program then calculates the surface

heat transfer coef ficient, the surf ace 'ieat flux, and the rad

temperature profile for the elect ical.y heated rod. The calculated .

heat transfer coefficient is then applied to a model of a nuclear fuel
.

rod, and in conjunction with a nuclear decay heat curve, the resulting

surf ace heat flux and radial temperature profile are calculated. By

taking the difference between the electrically heated rod and the

nuclear fuel rod surf ace temperatures, a surf ace temperature wror is

determined and used as the input to the digital compensation scheme.

The result'.ng output of the compensation algorithm is proportional to

the desired corc power level. The power supply is driven with an

analog voltage, which is the result of a digital-to-analog conversion

of the power demand produced in the digital program.

9
The finite-element method is used to model both the electrical

heated rod and the nuclear fuel rod -1 Up to 15 radial nodes canA

ce selected for the electrically heated rod and up to 10 for the

nuclear fuel rod. Howet e, care must be taken to ensure integration

stability by choosing a sufficiently small integration interval. The

present model of tre electrically heated rod has nine radial nodes.

The location of the nodes and the thermal properties used in the model

are shown in Figure A-2. The nuclear fuel rod is represented by
,

seven radial nodes and is pictorially shown along with its

corresponding thermal properties in Figure A-3.
.

4l)3 bk
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3. SUMMARY

A computerized core poser control system has been tested at the -

Semiscale facility and has been shown to be stable and functionally
,

operational. The system is limitad in response by the power supply

time constant, the thermal time response of the electrical heated rods

(that is, the heat capacity ?nd conductance of the materials makirig up

the electrical heated rods), and the computer program computational

and sample interval (presently 100 ms).

9

.
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APPENDIX B

FLOODING CALCULATIONS FOR SEMISCALE MOD 3 AND ,

M00-1 00WNCOMERS
.

This appendix compares the counter-current flow limiting

(flooding) behavior of the Semiscale Mod-3 downcomer piro with an

annular configuration such as was used in Semiscale Mod-1. The

flor 'ing correlations developed by Wallis and Makkenchery and

aiscussed in Reference B-1 were used in this comparison.

The Wallis and Makkenchery correlations are based on the j*

parameter, given by

. * -

1/2[F g)
-1/2

~

9 ('c0]q = Jgge -

where

j gas volumetric flux=
q

gas density=

liquid density=
-7

D hydraulic diameter. '=

,

The preceding equation represents a ratio of inertial and

gravitational forces and includes a characteristic dimension. Other

correlations use the Kutateladze number, given by

f;g 3 354B-2



IK=jo ggc(f-gg g

which represents a balance of inertial, gravitional, and surface
,

tension forces and contains no characteristic dimension. K and
j* are related by.

g

* 1/"?*
K=j D

9

where D* is the dimensionless tube diameter, given by

D* = 0 g(cf - o )/(g }g c

where

surface tension.c =

For small tube diameters (D* less than about 20), j* is the
9

controlling parameter; for the larger D*, K is the controlling
parameter.

The point of interest here is the critical flooding condition,

which occurs when the minimum gas flow prevents downflow of liquid in

the downcomer. The critical flooding condition determines if
.

emergency core coolant (ECC) penetration of the downcomer will occur.
*

For small pipec, j is approximately constant at the critical,

9

condition. In air-water experiments with 1.27 and 2.54 cm tubes,
8Hagi et a1 -2 found that the critical conditions occurred at

j*l/2 = 0.725. This is in agreement with previous work by

493 355
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Wallis -1 For larger diameter pipes, the Kutateladze numberB
.

9appears to represent a limit to the critical flooding velo ity, beyond

which the critical velocity does not increase with increasei pipe
.

diameter. The critical value is K = 3.2. In Semiscale
,

counter-current flow tests conducted with an annular gee,ietry,
B-3flooding was found to be independent of annulus gap size The.

Semiscale data was correlated by multiplying j*1/2 by D to
1/4

9

remove the dimensional dependence. The critical value was found to be

j*1/2 D1/4 = 0.14 m /4l
,

9

The Wallis critical flooding velocity for the Semiscale Mod-1 and

Mod-3 downcomers is shown in Figure B-1 as a function of pressure for

saturated steam and cold (300 K) ECC water. The Kutateladze critical

flooding velocity is shown for comparison. The vaiues used were

*l/2 r)/4 = 0.14 m /4 for Semiscale Mod-1I
3

9

*1/'j = 0.725 for Semiscale Mod-3
9

K = 3.2 .~v tne Kutateladze curve.

The calculation indicates that the Semiscale Mod-3 downcomer pipe has
.

approximately the same critical flooding velocity as the Semiscale

Mod-1 downcamer annulus.
.

. i. q'
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APPENDIX C

INVESTIGATION OF 00WNCOMER MASS DEPLETION IN SEMISCALE MOD-3 ,

.

This appendix discusses the expected causes of mass depletion in

the Semiscale Mod-3 downcomer. Mass depletion has been defined as the

explusion of water from the downcomer as a result of heat transfer to

the downcomer fluid. In studying this phenomena, first nbserved in

baseline test S-07-6 -1 , several tests were conducted that vaC

the dnwncomer insulator geometry in an effort to select the ms .anism

by which heat was being transferred from the downcomer walls to the

system fluid.

This study began with the analyzing of Test S-07-6 data and

deriving several suspected causes of the downcomer mass depletion

phenomena. These suspected causes include: heat transfer to the

downcomer liquid f rom hot downcomer metal structures, backflow of

steam from the core into the downcomer, and the one-dimensional nature

of the Semiscale Mod-3 downcomer. Each of these causes were then

er.amined, and where possible, an integral test in the Semiscalt Mod-3

system was performed to further evaluate the ability of e xh cause to
*

contribute to downcomer mass depletion.

.

The results of this study indicated that heat transfer from the

downcomer walls was the main contributor to downcomer mass depletion

and recommended that a new insulator for the downcomer be installed to

k93 'C-2



inhibit the heat transfer. As a result of this recommendation, a new

insulator has been designed and if pre ently being built.

Consequently, the new insulator has not been tested in the Semiscale,

Mod-3 system; therefore, the causes stated in this appendix for the
.

mass depletion phenom 'on have not been studied experimentally, ands

thus are still considered suspected causes.

1. EVALUATION OF TEST S-07-6 RESULTS

Test S-07-6 was the first integral blowdown-reflood test

performed in the Semiscale Mod-3 system and was conducted from an

initial system pressure of 15.6 MPa, a core inlet temperature of

557 K, and a core temperature rise of 37 K. The steady-state core

power was 2 MW, and 23 of the 25 electrical heated rods in the core

were powered. To simulate radial power peaking, the nine center rods

were powered 13% higher than the remaining rods, result;ng in high-

and low-power rod peak power densitieo of 39.7 and 35.0 kW/m,

respectively. Ambient temperature ECC fluid was injected into the

intact loop cold leg using an accumulator, hign-pressure injection

system (HPIS), and low-pressure injection system (LPIS).

An evaluation of the results from Test 1-07-6 indicates that the

blowdown and refill response was similar to the respane dm

during previous blowdown-refill tests conducted in the e Moc -3.

system. However, based on results of separate effccis rc.iaod tests

conducted in the Semiscale Mod 3 system and on results of integral

blowdown-reflood tests conoucted in the Semiscale Mod-l system, the

reflood behavior was considerably different than expected. The system

bb 7
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.

hydraulic behavior during the reflood portion of Test S-07-6 was

characterized by scveral periods in which refill of the downcomer and

partial reflooding of the core was followed by a rapid reduction in .

bath the downcomer and core liquid inventories. The filling and
.

depletion process for Test S-07-6 is illustrated in Figure C-1, which

compares the downcomer and core collapsed liquid levels (obtained from

differential pressure measurements). Each decrease in the downcomer

liquid level (and the corresponding drop in the core liquid levei)
n

coincided with an increase in fluid density in the vessel inlet side

of the broken loop which indicates that the downcomer liquid was

entr3ined and carried towaro the break. Since a continuous retlooding

of the core was not maintained, the core electrical heated rod

cladding temperatures mmained relatively high until late in the

test. These high cladding temperatures are indicated in Figure C-2, .-
.

which presents the cladding temperatures on electrical heated rod C3 -

(a nigh-power rod) at the 49 , 115 , 184 , and 230-cm elevations. A

umparison of Figures C-1 and C-2 indicates that cladding temperatures 5

tended to decrease during periods when the downcomer and core were -

refil1ing and increased during pariods when tM drencomer and core

were emptying. The core peak power zone (144- to 213-cm elevations)

eventually quenched at about 550 s after rupture.

The phenomena which led to the multiple depletions of the

downcomer fluid during Test S-07-6 were not readily apparent based on .

.

an evaluation of the data from this test. However, several possible

causes of the mass depletion were identified. These included:

(a) heat transfer to the downcomer liquid from hot downtom metal

C-4
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astructures ; (b) backflow of steam from the core into the downcomer.

and (c) the one-dimensional nature of the Semiscale Mod-3 downcomer.

A discussion of each of these causes follows along with comparative,

data from other integral tests performed in Semiscale Mod-3 to help
'

understand the mass depletion behavior.

Heat transfer to the downcomer liquid from the hot metal walls

could result in dow'. comer mass depletion by causing the fluid to heat

up and eventually joil. The resulting swell of the liquid-vapor

mixture would thei force liquid out the top of the downcomer causing a

decrease in the effective downcomer pressure head. The potential for

downcomer metal-to-fluid heat transfer in Test S-07-6 is illustrated

in Figure C-? which compares the downcomer metal temperatures and the

fluid tempe"ature at the 364-cm elevation (similar results were

observed a other elevations throughout the downcomer). Although the

change in stored ene gy of the downcomer metal, corresponding to a

metal temperature cecrease of the magnitude indicated in Figure C-3

In the Semiscale Mod-3 system, the downcomer (which is external toa.
the vessel) was designed to minimize hot wall effects and
metal-to-fluid heat transfer. The Mod-3 downcomer :s comprised of
an outer heavy wall pipe (which provides the pressure boundary
between the system and the atmosphere) and an inner thin wall pipe
(which acts as a liner to provide the proper flow area). A gap
between the outer pipe and the downcomer liner can be filled with*

an insulating material to alter the heat transfer
characteristics. In Test S-07-6, the downcomer liner was wrapped
with a commercially available insulating material (Grafoil), which
is capable of withstanding the severe thermal-hydraulic conditions
in the experimental environment. However, although the
conductivity of Grafoil is quite low (3.46 W/m k), the heat
transfer rate from the outer downcomer pipe to the downcomer fluid
was a factor of two to three times higher (on a surface area to
volume ratio basis) than would be expected in a PWR downcomer
under similar conditions.

c-7
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0

would not be sufficient to completely vaporize the entire downcomer

liquid inventory, the resulting swell due to vaporization of even a

relatively small percentage of the downcomer fluid could expel much of,

the remaining liquid. To examine the effects that this heat transfer
9

would have on the system response, an integral blowdown-reflood test

(Test S-87-6) was conducted. In this test the downcomer was modified

to decrease the potential for heat transfer to the system fluid. A

discussion of this test and the results follow.

2. EVALUATION OF TESTS S-B7-6 RESULTS

Test S-B7-6 was performed with essentially the same initial

boundary conditions as Test S-07-6, with the exception that the

cowncomer geometry was modified to reduce the downcomer metal-to-fluid

heat transfer. As indicated previously, the dawncomer metal-to-fluid

heat transfer rate in Test S-07-6 was excessively high. Thus, in

Test S-87-6 an attempt was made to reduce the downcomer metal-to-fluid

heat transfer. This reduction was to be accomplished by emoving the

Grafoil insulation which would provide space for a larger steam gap to

be generated between the outer pipe and the downcomer liner . A
a

cross section of the downcomer before modification is shown in

Figure C-4. Since the conductivity of steam is significantly lower
*

than the conductivity of the Grafoil, it was expected that the heat

transfer rate would be considerably lower during much of the reflood,

portion of the test than occurred during Test S-07-6. However, during

A similar steam gap downcomer insulator technique was used witha.
some success in the Semiscale Mod-1 system.

4aA onc/M UvJC-9
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the period immediately following the initiat'on of downcomer refill

when considerable subcooling existed in the downcomer fluid, it was

expected that steam in the insulator gap could condense, thus causing,

an order of magnitude increase in the metal-to-fluid heat transfer
'

rate. The high heat transf'r rat.e could continue until the downcomer

fluid reached the saturation temperatu ?. As a result, it was

considered likely that depletion of the downcomer fluid would occur

once. Following the original depletion, however, it was expected that

the dawncomer steam gap would be regenerated and would be maintained

afor the remainder of the test . Thus, once the downcomer refilled

under the influence of the LPIS (as occurred in Test S-07-6 after the

origina' depletion), it was considered likely that the heat transfer

to the dnwncomer fluid would be sufficiently low that a second

depletion would not occur.

The refill-reflood behavior of Test S-B7-6 was characterized by

an initial downcomer mass depletion response that occurred much as

expected, followed by a refill response that was much slower than

expected based on the LPIS flow rate. Figure C-5 preser ts the

downcomer and core collapsed liquid levels for Test S-87-6. As

indicated in the figure, refill of the downccner first occurred at

about 45 s after rupture, and was followed by a rapid depletion at
'

about 60 s after rupture. The initiation of nitrogen flow from the

In the Semiscale Mod-3 system, the flow of superheated steam ina.

the intact loop during reflood is sufficiently high to r emove
most, if not all, of the subcooling from the LPIS fluid before it
enters the downcomer. Thus, after the initial downcomer mass
depletion, there would not be sufficient subcooled liquid
entering the downcomer to cause the steam in the insulator gap to
recondense.

C-ll
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intact loop accumulator again forced liquid into the downcomer at

about 70 s. A final rapid depletion of the downcomer fluid occurred

at about 100 s after rupture. Between 150 and 475 s, a very slow,

refill of the downcomer was observed. Again, as was the case in
'

Test S-07-6, the trend of the core liquid level response followed

closely the trer d of the downcomer liquid level response. Ar,

evaluation of the data from Test S-B7-6 indicates that the downcomer

mass depletion response that occurred prior to 120 s after rupture can

be attributed directly to excessive downcomer heat transfer during

this period and not to the effect of steam backflow from the core.

Figare C-6 compares the downcomer metal temperatures and the fluid

tamperatures at the 364-cm elevation (similar results were observed at

other elevations throughout the downcomer). The rapid decrease in the

pipe wall temperature between approximately 45 and Ir' s after rupture

indicates that most of the energy stored in the outer downcomer pipe

was transferred to the downcomer fluid curing *.his period. (Recall

that during this period it was expected that condensation of steam in

the downcomer insulator gap would resuli in excessively high heat

trar.sfer rates.) The effect of this high rate of downcomer heat

transfer on the miss depletion process is illustrated by comparing

fiuid temperatures in the downcomer and lower plenum with the fluid

saturation temperature shown in Figure C-7 and by comparing the
'

downtomer collapsed liquid level with the lower plenum diagonal

density shown in Figure C-8. Several important points can be made

using these figuree. First, mass depletion began shortly after the

fluid in the lower portion of the downcomcr reached the saturation

temperature. Figure C-7 shows that the fluid tempe-'.ture in the lower

10
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portion of the downcamer (TFD-435) reached saturation at about 55 s

and again at abnut 88 s, and Figure C-8 shows downcomer depletion

began at about 60 and 100 s, respectively. Second, fluio in the upper,

portion of the downcomer (TFD-153) reached the saturation temperature
'

only after mass depletion had begun (that is, at about 61 and 104 s)

which is an indication that saturated fluid from the lower portion of

the downcomer moveJ upward past the upper thermocouple locations.

Finally, the fluid temperature in the lower plenum (TFV-552A)a

remained subcooled until the downcomer liquid was essentially

depleted. The presence of subcoolod liquid near the top of the lower

plenum during the depletion process indicates that there was not

substantial steam backflow from the core. In addition, the lower

plenum diagonal density (GV-528-588) shown in Figure C-8 did not

indicate the presence of steam backflow until the downcomer liquid

depletion had been essentially completed.

However, the rate of downcomer refill following 150 s in

Test S-87-6 did not occur at the fairly rapid rate that was observed

in Test S-07-6 (refer to Figures C-1 and C-5). In fact, refill of the

downcomer to the level obtained at about 225 s in Test S-07-6 did not

occur until about 425 s in Test S-87-6. The extremely slow filling

rate in Test S-87-6 cannot be attributed to the excessively high
'

downcomer heat transfer that was observed prior to 150 s. As

indicated in Figure C-6, the temperature of the outer pipe of the
4

This thermocouple (TFV-552A) is situated about 6 cm below the bottom ofa.
the core barre!.
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downcomer was only slightly higher than the fluid temperi ure after

about 200 s. Thus, the downcomer metal-to-fluid heat transfer rate

was essentially zero and should not have affected the downcomer refill .

response. A possible explanation of the slow downcomer refill that

9

occurred in % t S-B7-6, however, is that a relatively high steam

generation rate in the core combined with a low-pressure head ir the

downcomer (refer to Figure C-5) resulted in considerable backflow of

steam from the core region, which introduces the second suggested

cause of downcomer mass depletion, steam backflow from the core to the

iowncomer.

The steam backflow and the corresponding countercurrent steam

fica in the downcomer could limit the rate at which LPIS fluid entered

the downcomer. Although the steam generation rate in the core cannot

he measured directly, the core outlet volumetric flow rate is

indicative of the steam generation rate (that is, a high volumetric

flow rate out the top of the core corresponds to a high steam

goneration rate in the core region, and vice versa). Therefore, a

comparison of the ccre outlet volumetric flow rates for Test S-07-6,

shown in and S-B7-6 Figure C-9, provides an indication of the

differences in the core steam generation rate, and thus gives some

insight into the differences in the magnitude of the countercurrent
'

steam flow in the downcomer . In Test S-07-6, the volumetric flow

_ - - .

a. The turbine flowmeter located near the bottom of the downcomer (FD-424)
did not indicate strong upward flow when the steam generation rate in the
core was high. However, densities near the turbine flow meter location
indicate that a two-phase mixture was present. Thus, the turbine flow
meter would not be expected to indicate a high steam flow rate even
though a substantial steam flow may have existed.
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rate out the top of the core dropped to a minimum (which is an

Oindication that the countercurrent steam flow in the downcomer also

dropped to a minimum) just prior to each time refill of the downcomer
,

began. Thus it appears that steam generat:on in the core region and
9

the corresponding upflow of steam in the downcomer had to be

sufficiently low to allow rapid penetration of LPIS fluid into the

downcomer. In Test S-87-6, however, the volumetric flow out the top

of the core, and thus the countercurrent steam flow in the downcomer,

was continuously higher than the minimum rates observed in

Test S-07-6. Thus, it is likely that the downcomer refill rate in

Te;t S-B7-6 was limited by the relatively high steam generation rate

in the core and the corresponding high countercurrent steam flow rate

in the downcomer. The higher core steam generation rate in

Test S-87-6 corresponds to a core liquid level, which was continuously

higher than the minimum liquid level observed in Test S-07-6. The

coro collapsed liquid levels for Tests S-07-6 and S-B7-6 are compared

in Figure C-10.

3. EVALUATION OF TEST S-07-6 RESULTS

To better understand the effects of core steam generation, an

isothermal blowdown-reflood test (Test S-07-6) was performed. The

eobjective of this test was be to reduce steam generation in the core

to a minimum which would provide further evidence that the downcomer

mass depleti n process was initiated by downcomer heat transfer rather

thari steam backflcw from the core. Test S-D7-6 was, therefore,

9
494 016
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conducted with an unpowered core and ct an initial system fluid

9temperature of 557 K. The downcomer configuration was the same as

that used in Test S-B7-6.

.

Even though the steam generation rate in the core was

substantially reduced for Test S-D7-6, the vessel refill-reflood

behavior was very similar to that observed in Test S-B7-6. The

downcomer and core collapsed liquid levels for Test S-D7-6 are

presented in Figure C-11. As indicated in the figure, the initial

depletion of the downcomer fluid began at about 105 s after rupture.

In addition, the comparison of the downcomer and lower plenum fluid

te rperatures, shown in Figure C-12, indicates that liquid in the lower

part of the downcomer (TFO-435) reached the saturation temperature

prior to the initiation of mass depletion, while the fluid temperature

in the lower plenum (TFV-552) remained substantially subcooled until

the depletion process wcs essentially completed. Thus, as was the

case in Te.st S-B7-6, heat transfer from the downcomer walls was

ressensible for initiating the depletion process. The subcooling in

the lower plenum during this depletion process again indicates that

backflow from the core did not initiate the depletion process. The

slow refill, which occurred between about 170 and 350 s after rupture,

again was a result of steam generation in the core and a corresponding

countercurrent steam flow in the downcomer. Although the core was

unpowered for Test S-07-6 and the steam generation rate was

substantially reduced from that obtained in Test S-B7-6, the steam

generation in the core regica was still relatively high as indicated

in Figure C-13, which compares the core outlet volumetric flow rates

m
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for Tests S-07-6 and S-B7-6. The relatively high steam generation

rate for Test S-07-6 is attributed to excessive he n transfer from +he

hot metal structures in the core region. The metal structures in tne ,

core region in the Semiscale Mod-3 system are insulated using a steam
9

gap system. Howser, based on the results of tests conducted to date,

it appears that the steam gap insulators ere not functioning as

expected. Once the hot metal structures became que ched, as indicated

by the rapid decrease in volumetric flew out the top of the core at

about 350 s after rupture, a relatively rapid refilling of the

downcomer and a corresponding rapid reflooding of the core occurred.

Inerefore, even with the large ' cam generation in the core, st u m

backflow is not a significant contributor to the initiatica of

downcomer mass depletion.

9
The effects of the one-dimensional downcomer, the third suspectea

cause of the uass depletion phenomenon, are difficult to assess based

on avlilable experimental data. However, a comparison of the reflood

behavior for Tests S-07-6 and S-04-6 -2 does provide some insightC

into the possible one-dimensional effects of the downcemer.

Test S-04-6 was conducted in the Semiscale Mod-l system which had an

annular downcomer internal to the vessel. As was the case for

Test S-07-6, results of Test S-04-6 also showed downomer mass
.

depletion. The initiation of nass depletion in Test S-04-6 occurred

only after the downcomer fluid temperature reached the saturation

temperature and as was the case for Test S-07-6, appears to have been

due to a combination of heat transfer from the downcomer walls causing

boiling and backflow f rom the core. However, unlike Test S-07-6, ma;s

m 022
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depletion of the dow.icomer fluid occurred only once in Test S-04-6.

The initial mass depletion was then followed by a gradual refill of

the downcomer which continued for the duration of the test. The fact
9

that mass depletion occurred in both Tests S-07-6 and S-04-6, but was

repeated several times in Test S-07-6, may be due to the different

d. omer geometries in the two tests. The annular downcomer geometry

in Test S-04-6 may have provided a path fcr steam generated on the

downcomer walls or for steam backflow from the core to escape from the

system, thus allowing the LPIS flow to gradually refill the

downcomer. On the other hand, the relatively small inside diameter'of

the downcomer i' Test S-07-6 most likely did not allow countercurrent

steam flow upward and liquid flow downward in the downcomer. As a

result, steam generated in the downcomer due to heat transfer from the

wails or steam back flow from the core would have a much greater

tendency to inhibit ECC flow into the downcomer. However, results

from Tests S-07-6 and S-04-6 do not prove conclusively that the

differences in downcomer hydraulics were dus to the downcomer

geometry. Other differences, such as differences related to the core

lengths, may also have contributed to the different downcomer

hydraulic behavior during reflood for the two tests.

4. SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

.

Results of the analysis of data from Tests S-07-6, S-B7-6, and

S-D7-6 have shown that the downcomer mass depletion process is

initiated by metal-to-liquid heat transfer, which causes boiling of

the downcomer fluid. The resulting swell of the liquid-vapor mixture

C-27 414 023



forced liquid out the top of the downcomer, causing a decrease in the

eff ective downce.ner pressure head. Steam backflow from the core was

not found to have a significant effect during most of the downcomer ,

depletion process; however, after tb? depletion occurred, steam

backflow effected the rate of LPIS fluid entering the lower plenum.

Possible modifications to the downcomer design that would considerably

reduce or eliminate the mass depletion problem include the addition of

a system to externally cool the downcomer or the incorporation of a

iow conductivity-heat capacity honeycomb insulator with sealed gas

spaces to replace the Grafoil liner insulator presently employed.

In addition to identifying the causes of ti.e downcomer mass

depletion in the Semiscale Mod-3 system, the current analysis effort

has indicated that heat transfer from the metal structures in the core

region, and thus the core steam generation rate, is excessively hi ...9

Although the metal structures in the core region in the Semiscale

Mod-3 system are insulated, it appears that the insulators are not

functioning as expected. Modification of the core metal insulators

will be necessary to reduce the core steam generation rate to a value

that would be more typical of what is expected in a PWR system.

9
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APPENDIX D

FLOW REGIMES IN INTACT LOOP PIPING
,

F

The possibility that Semiscale Mod-3 piping can produce flow

regimes similar to those expected in a pressurized water reactor (PWR)

has been a matter of curiosity. To determine if flow regime

sim;larities could be establishcd, a study using Test S-07-1 as the

dat3 base was initiated. Calculations for the study were made using a

method suggested by Govier and Aziz ~1 as outlined in a report0

written by R. T. FrenchC , from which the remainder of this

description is taken.

Two-phase blowdown mixture quality was related to the slip (or

holdur.) ratio using an equation supplied by W211is -3 TheD

calculations required input of mass flow rate, liquid and steam phase

<!ensities, and the fluid void fraction. An iterative method was

required to obtain the flow regime. The equations that are solved are

as follows:

1 + f f ( -[) (0-1)X=
,

9

~

(D-2)Vs =

1 ^T

(D-3)Vs =

g

0|) b mU't

D-2



where

X mass quality, dimension n=
i

S slip or holdup ratio, dimensionless= '

30 =
7 liquid phase density at system pressure, kg/m

o =
g gas phase density at system pressure, kg/m

a = void fraction, dimensionless

Vs g superficial liquid phase velocity, m/s=

in mass flow rate, kg/s=

Vs superficial gas phase velocity, m/s=
g

A
T total cross-sectional flow area, m .=

Void fractions used in Equation 'D-1) were obtained as a function

of the measured density from a calculation for a typical Semiscale
*

pipe section by assuming either a homogeneous, annular, or stratified

.
flow regime. This information is presented in Figure D-1. The void

fraction information resented in the figure was obtained from

straight-forward geometric considerations of the Semiscale Mod-1 loop

-iping geometry. Annular and stratified void fractions were obtained

D'3
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assuming complete phase separation. The infomration presented in

Figure D-1 was obtained using the analysis presented in Appendix E of

Reference D-4.

'

The empirical data of Govier and Aziz -1 , developed for0

air-water flow in a horizontal pipe, relating the holdup (slip ratio

in terms of the superficial phase velocities) are presented in

Figure D-2.

Equation (0-1), (D-2), and (D-3) were solved in the following
manner: First, a flow regime was assumed, and a void fraction was

obtained from Figure D-1. A homogeneous void fraction was used for

the dispersed bubble flow regime. An annular void fraction was used

for elongated bubble and annular flow regimes. A stratified void

fraction was used for stratified, wavy, and slug flow regimes. A slip

catio was then assumed, and the three equations were solved. The

calculated superficial phase velocities were then used in conjunction

with Figure D-2 to obtain the flow regime and holdup ratio, which were

then compared with initial flow regime and holdup ratio assumptions.

If in error, the new information was then iterated on until

convergence of both the flow regime and the holdup ratio was

obtained.

r

Using the above procedure, the flow regimes, shown in Figure D-3,

were calculated. The calculation determined the duration of the

dispersed bubble and stratified flow regimes, which included wavy

flow. The f act that these flow regimes are present is important;

however, it should not be construed that these same flow regimes will

D-5 db bI
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be present in a PWR for the same duration of time. Because of the

Osmall flow area and possible piping heat transfer of Semiscale Mod-3,

the above calculations can only indicate that these flow regimes are

typical of Semiscale Moi-3 piping.
7

O

.
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